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• T1E 1LL-HEALTH OF .FRIE)DERICIi NIETZSCIHE.

GEORGE . GOULD, * M.D.
Philadelphia.

"Es geht 'uns in diesen Dingen wie es uns im ganz:n Leben geht: wir
bringen es schon zur Erkerinung eines Uebelstand'es aber ist auch damit kein
Finger gerührt ihn zu -beseitigen." (Lctter of Nietzsche, 1867, aged 23.)

" In my eyes I have a dynamometer of my en'tire condition." (Letter,
1888, aged 44, and just prior te his collapse.)

'The amusingly unsucces-sful attempts of Professor Möbius to read
his own preconceptions 'inlt'o the life, character and illness of Nietzsche,
have no-better illustration than that pertaining to ancestry and her-
edilty. If "science" .is capable of sucli unscecience then mnay the sponge
be dravn over lie slate, and the whole supplantedi with the single sen-
tence of Nietzsche's sister that there was in Nietzsdhe's case a sound
and heaithy ancestry. Many pages have been written concerning
Nietzsche's father, and the cause of his deabh, and Möbius lias made it
sure to his own sabisfaction-certainly not to that of his readers-that
there was gliona of the' brain. 'Dhe simple fact is that havin-g pre-
viously been in every way normal in mind and body, 'a dog one day
caused him -to stumble and plu-nge down a stairway, severely injuring
his face and head. Cerebral symptonis at once foilowied and lie died
eleven months after with' symptoms of brain trouble and meningeal
irritation. Young Nietzsche was tihen three years old. He was born.
in 1844.

There was strong complaint and criticism' in later. years of the
wretched darkness of the rooms at home and at school in vhich the boy
was compelled to study, and at the miserable oil lamp by which the
family road, w-rote, or wvorked, in the evenings.

In 1861 he had been a model boy at school but suddenly changed and be-
cane a some.whait careless scholar, the reason for w.ihich h-is sister could not
exl>iain; he was enthusiastic in. roaming the woods, and in clhopping wood.
He complained very inuch about the conditions of his schocrl-life, th-rowing

' Ueber das Pathologische bei Nietzsche, von Paui Jul-ius Möbius, WiesF-
baden, Bergmann, 1902.
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hinself with great passion into other interests which lay beyond bis studies.

j3aiograph-y.)
Froul January to autumn, 1862, he a.ppeared sound and healthy but suf-

fered g.reatly during thetse mnouihs fron ccds, hoarseness .uid frequently

recurring pains in the eyes and rhead preventing study, etc. (Aged 18.)
lRe was excused from schoc.1 in order to get relire tim s.:vere headache

and pain in the eyes; by means of walks and baths he recovered " soon and

cornpletelY." (IS.)
1-lo was a(nways backward in and disliked ma.heatial studi-es. (19.)

After a rnmber of instances of breaking school rules, he seemed to have

gathered hinself together and made hinself a iodel scholar, well liked by

his companions. (20.)
"He writes and reads dai.ly from ;the rising hour unti-l 8.30 evenings wi-th-

out intermiýssion except ito eat." (Letter, aged 20.)
He was the picture of heafth and strength, broad-shouldered, brown with

heavy dark ihair, etc. (21.)
-ealth from day to day pitiable. What will be the end?" (Letter, 22.)

"Since -the last vacation I have suffered severely with rheumatism in my
left arn. (Blography, 21.)

- have been very ill during the last weeks. .have been confined much to
bed, even during the most beautiful days. My coiplaint is a violent rheu-
matisn which crept from mny arms into my neck, fron there into ny back,
thence to my teeth and at present daily causes me the most intense head-
ache. This coritinuous suffering has very much exhausted me. On certain
days when 1 was better I went to Ems twith most gratifying rsults froma the
quiet ]Ife there and the freshness and exhilaration of nature.' (3ogra.phy,
21.

During his vacation the rheumatism again " crept" back fron t:he bead
t.o his arns and spoiled the first weeks. (Biography, 21.)

" Bodily suffering persisted; for 14 days I was forced to go ta bed at two
o'clock in the morning to rise at six. A nervous excitability seized me and
who ICnows to what extreme of folly I -might not -have gone had Iot the pleas-
urers of life, vanity, and the compulsion of regular study prevented."

Suddenly in February word came home that he had twice fainted avay
during the drill, and it was found that two days previously lIe had severely
injured his breast bone against the pommel of his saddIe in attempting. to
mîount a fiery horse. Lu spite of great and increasing pain in his left side,
he continued his drill, ete. Fever, confinement to b1ed, an-d severe pus-sor-
mnation followed, and afier a long convalescence he recovered <his health with
the exception that the wound renaind open and the pus continued to fiow.
(24.)

The abscess continued to discharge and in June an operation was con-
sidered necessary. le was sent to Halle and placed under the care of Volk-
mann, who succeeded in closing the wound and' bealing tibe abscess witheut
an operation. The injury never troubled hi-n any more. (24.)

He was appointed professor at Dlasel in classical ph.lology lu 1808.
In attempting to be et service to lis native land he went to Erlangen to

care for the sick and wounded. He centracted diphtheria frem a patient;to 3itis is sister tra.ces muc o! his later h-ad health. (26.)
31y health is so bad that niy physicians are sending me south. Inflam-mnation Of stomlach and intestines. Horrible insomnia! '' (Letter, 26.)He was exceptionally moderate in ail things, Quiet ln his m*nner and

bearing--prone ta gaiety-it ail things the opposite of n. nervous or excitable
persn. lu 188 he wrte. "My blood runs quietly;" a pysician who treated
nie for a long tine as one nervously il. finally said, "No, it is not your nerves
that trouble yu-it is I myself that an nevous.. . . efre hie lost bis
healhi and even afterwards rny brother Was a great friend of hygiene andnatural cure- co.ld rubs and baths, walks, 'bouse gYnnatics, were zealously
carried eut, and even the problens of nutrition occupied bis attention wile
his digestion vas still good. He even tbis ve*etarl fo a•ie

He~~~4 wasn inietotrieu ve-etcarmanism for a. while. . ..Hle fval ihgited te ts by the exaple ad the e u a e e
'He finally Ihouglit tai nature revengea hersel! upan Wanrluti rset
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and speaks also of the sacrifice of axother friend to such an experiment.
(Biography, 26.)

". . A long intermission of idleness and some natural methods of cure
were necessary to restore him. He would not be sick, he hai no time for that!
His creative mind scorned every inactive hour. He would be well quick and
thougiht ·to bring this about by drugs. One w'ho Uke myse'f bas seen such a
normal and splendid nature gradually ruined as was his, will understand my
passionate wish that the whole science of medicine were finally unlearned.
Individua. .physicians have already done this. With b4tterness I think how littile
the extraordin-ary and enitirely varied influence of place, nutrit-ion, %nd climate
upon different persons is recognized and taught; for instance I hold that the
climate of Basel is entirely inappropriate to all those disposed to migraine.
Life and experience have taught me this, too late ·to help the one whom I
have most loved'." (Biography, 26.)

".Drugs -destroyed my brother's good stomax-:' after -his recovery, so far as
exterral appearances -went, from a great shatterIng of his health, there was a
severe occurrence every two or three weeks of 'his migraine. He now sought
to overcome it by every kind of treatment. but this made it only the worse.
To tihis was added severe ocular troubles attended at imes with great pains
in the eyes. -Stomach difficul-ties, headaches, eye troubles, sleeplessness. such
were his afflictions. Finally he lost all faith in physicians, but not, alas, ln
drugs." (Do.)

fils frequent illness made -him more and more a subject of tjreatment
and cornimiseration.... He endeavored during the intermissions of his suffer-
ings. and with his reduced power of work to bring the entire limitless circle
of all his knowledge to word and system. (Do.)

"If .only my eyes would hold out." (Letter, 26.)
In January, 1871, "l is health continued to grow visibly worse. He be-

came jaandiced, enteritis set in, and he was bitterly tormented by sleepless-
nos. 'Leave of aibsence was obtained from tihe university for an extended
vacation in Italy. With out-of-door life he immediately recovered health and
spirits and his playfulness was so noticeable that it was said of him that he
must -be 14 instead of 26 years 'of age." (Biography, 26.)

He returned to Basel April 10, 1871.
"Headaches," " uncertain nights, with terrible dreams," " headaches,"

are noted. "A horrible earnestness seized me in everything I attempt to
do." (27.)

Extremely, extremely depressed..,. He suffered greatly with his eyes
during the summer, and a friend a.ttended to much of his correspondence for
him.... During the enbire year his health was bad: it began with a severe
cold and a ,week-long condition of ,grippe. In the summer his eyes pla7gued him,
and in the autumn his stomach caused much uneasiness. Up to the end of
the year his health was very miserable, but the two weeks of holiday season
spent at Naumburg were of great benefit. He was -much improved by his
visit, especially as regards his nerves. (27.)

" In this wa'y ,I w-ill not spoil my stomach, my eyes and my vacation."
(Letter, 28.)

"I was 111, !ay abed-here at home-the old litany." (Letter, 29.)
" Acn extended -grippal condition with inexhaustible colds." (Letter, 29.)
The spring of 1874 found Nietzsche in better condition than usual. (30.)
It seems to me at the age of 30, as if I had lived 60 years. Physicians and'

medicines have been -banished since new-year's and still my stonach remains
weak.... I am not yet entirely r-ecovered from my K-iidbetitfieber." (30.)

geistig! (alas not bodily)." (30.)
Recent reports of disturbing bod-ily sufferings." (Bulow .to Nietzsche,

(1874.)
" From t.ime to time we are revenged for the doninating conceailment and

compelled withdrawing; we come out of our holes with frightful countenances;

Frau Förster-Nietzsch&s homeopathic prejudices and education are .fre-.
quently visible in the biography. Doctors she does not like.
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our words and deeds are then explosions, and it is possible that we perish of

ourselves, so dangerously do I live. (30.)
3Misery 'with stomach and eyes."
Stomach, digestion. cuior, ail healthy! And with this so, in strenuous,

condition of productivity." (Letter, 30.)
"I .lay ln bed the next day with a 30-hour headache and much voiniting

of gail; this was the beginning of a ve'ry bad time of sickness. Even a trip-

to -the niounta.ins and forest did not help me much at this tirne." (Nietzsche.)

In the spring of 1875 I found him very miserable. (Biography, 31.)

The siight improvement in the -ondition of my brother did net continue.

le suffereu especiai-ly fioim his stomach w'hich was in a truly pitiable condi-

tion; lie used during -the spring an incredible amount of medicines. (Do.)
He went to Steinabad in the Black Forest to consult Dr. WJeil, a famous'

specialist in diseases of 'the stomach. He writes: "My diease is recognized

as chronic catarrh of the stomach with decided dilation. This enlargement
of -the organ moreover is accompanied by blood-stasis whereby the nutrition
of the h.ad by blood is prevented. In the first place the stomach must -be-
reduced to its norniallimits; a remarkable diet is prescribed, linited almost
entirely to meat.. Carlsbad Sprudel salts is ordered and aiso leeches to the
head. I have been feeling badly up to now; yesterday I went to bed with
headache and to-day ain w'eak and tired. The abnormal acidity of the
stomach, it seems, de'pends upon the brain and nerves, indirectly however
from its enlargement in so far as concerns the lack of blood circulation. The-
dilation Is very dècided, and moreover very interesting, -because it is in an
unusual direction, towards the right. The question remains, what is the cause-
of ïthis dilation? Usually it is due to a narrowing of the pylorus, from tumor..
Now you know exactly how the inatter stands. The boundaries of the stomach
have been marked with points and it is hoped to drive it back to its normal.
positoin

Later he writes: " The diet ias been very much changed; at my request.
I eat very much less. I grew tired of ment. I take a 'bath at six o'clock hi
t'he morni-ng and -hen -valk for two êours before brenrkfast.... Wandered
about three hours ln the afternoon nursing my hopes for the future, getting-
a glimpse of the happiness which I had known for a long time." .... Stili
later agadin he writes: "I have had a long talk with Dr. Weil; yesterday I
lay in bed again with violent headache and yesterday afternoon and night
was tormented with great vomiting. The dilation of -the stomach has been
conquered with very happy resuits during the two weeks of the cure.? The-
stomach was retracted 'to its normal -mits, but the nervous condittion of the
stomach is a tiresome matter. Accord;lng te the demands of the cure you
must be very strict and lose no patience. During the fresh cool weather I
had some very good days, and wa-ndered about through the Inountains and:
forests, always alone, with great pleasure and joy.''

" .... For My pleüasure and instruction. Dr. Weil 'Ni-l cook wlth me. lie
is a famous artist in 'cookery and an author of a mauch used, much translated,
dietetic cook book. He yesterday delivered a lecture to me upon enamelled:
cooking utensils, and a new meat-chopping machine, and in this way I learn
niuch for rmy own housekeeping."

He returned in the fall in excellent health and full of cheerfulness. Even
when -in had hea-lth he was never i.n bad humor. He reserved -the morning for'his original work and -considered it criminal even ·to read ln the forentoon.
He Nas taking long walks at t.his time and had his sister wlth him. (31.) ý

1Y the end of November bis health had grown d'ecidedly worse, but hormuch work he was doing! Feeling himself so well it seemed he could notgive hiimself sufficient'ly severe tasks in working -and etudy. ,Bes'des historicnathematic. physical, scientific and economic studies, he planned a col-leotion-
of empirical iaterials of human lknowledige. (1875.)

Not feeling dimseIf so well his- sister read te him during the evenings.The fortunate dOmiestie relations wblIOh hli ad then establslied, pnoved' in
rcaIty -bad for him. Finding himself 'sO cornfortably situated %t home he-

A very accommodating stomach!
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went out less, and was less inclianed to take pleasure -trips, and! plunged with
redoubled energy int.o study. Before either his physician or 'himself had
recognized .t, I saw that the stomach was not ·the sole cause of his troubles,
but that his intellectual exertions were equally to be blaned, and that the
only way of saving him was by frEquent change of climate and surroundings.
.But -the cworst of it all was that as soon as he felt biimself worse he began
treating himself vith -the old drugs. Shortly after Christmas his health
broke down altogether, he suffered with frightful headaches and painful
vomi-ting of mucus, for almost four d'ays continuously; after a short omission
the same~thing again occurred. It was plain that he must leave Basel. (31.)

" It has not been well with me: very frequent sufferings of stomach, head,
and eyes." (Do.)

" A bad ti'me behind me -and perhaps a worse to come. The stomach coul'
not be conquerred even vÝith most ridiculously severe dieting; several days
of the most violent headache, -returning every few days, hour long vomiting
although nothing had been eaten; the machine seemed bound' -to go to pieces,
and I wid.l not deny ithat I often wished it rw.ould. Great exhaustion follow.ed,
wvalking in the street was painfu. and there was a great sensitiveness to l'giht.
Immerman treated for something like a gastrie ulcer, and I expected bloody
vomiting. For four-teeen days I took solutions of lunar caustic,-nothing
avaiiled. I am now t'aking enormous doses of q.uinin.... I -have continued.
tny lectures and readings, interrupted only on the worst days when I was
confined to bed..... I have planned a new sketch of my ¶iecutres for tohe next
seven years. (Do.)

" For several months in an accursed crisis of stornach troubles which
begin îto shatter the very foundations of my existence. With difficulty 1 live
from one day to another. Every week or two the physicians try something
new. What headaches! . . . the burden of my special work, of itself enough,
becomes doubly oppressive. . . . As things are I really can write no letters. . . .
My li-terary work had of course -to be given up, I arm not able to write a Une.
(Do.)

" Who can say so defini-tely that my disease is migraine? Immerman bas
no such certainty, and himself says 'that he is only experimenting with the
nerves since previous remedlies were resultless. If this does not help, some-
thing new must be tried. Acidi-ty oppresses me and everything except the
tenderest meat, becomes acid: I am therefore convinced that the nerve hypo-
thesis is wrong. Besides. headache in migraine is one-sided, but mine as you
know is .not so. The -toiment in and over both eyes is great. God help Im-
inermann, then will he :help me. In the meantime-dubito. (Do.)

" At Steinabad near -Bonndorf, with triple modified diet and an experi-'nced
old physician.... With the greatest foresight and care, as a whole I am
better. The quinin-cure continues. (Do.)

"For weeks in the powei' of a desperate disease of the stomach and
head." (Do.)

" Two severe attacks, sending me to bed. The treatment at the institution
was not sufficiently active and specific, as the doctors say. (Do.)

"That I must renounce all wri-ting work for a longer time [than seven
years] becomes ever more clear to me." (Do.)

"Like Immermann, Dr. Weil 'think.s I have a nervous affection of the
stomaCh, which is always a chronie affair." (Do.)

" It Is not death that could most -frighten nie, but only a sickly life, In
which one loses .the causa viti.'' (Do.)

"Relapses of my gastric disease." (Do.)
"The conviction of the worthlessness of life and -the folly of all aims

Oppresses me so heavily, especially when I am sick albed." - (Letter. 1S75.)
"The chronic torment seize me two days or longer about every two

weeks." (Do.)
"'I cannot d'oubt that I am the victim of a serious cerebral disease and

thalt Stomach and eyes suffer only from this central cause. .My father died
at 36 from cerebral inflammation. I may go even sooner. I have used several-hour long ice-bags upon the head by Immermann's advice and head baths
early.in the morning and my utter exhaustion and bitter torments are some-
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what relieved. But it is not even genuine convalescence; the secret misery
is not ended and I an reminded of it every minute.... I live almost entirely
upon milk,-milk and sleep are -the best -things now left me. If only the
frightful attacks lasti.g 'days, would not return. (Letter, 32.)

"uMuch suffering and bad outlook as regards my health." (Do.)
" In Naples I consulted a most excellent and famous physician, Professor

Schrön. One bas -the choice 'beuween six other German physicians." (Letter
33.)

" No considerabie improvement, al-though the last attack of yesterday
Vas fnot so long; owing perhaps to a salve for my forehead, which Schiess

badl ordered." (Biography, 33.)
He was sick in Genoa. Found the journey improved his eyes although

he was allowed to write but brief notes. The winter .passed very pleasantly
with walks, lectures and dictation. His health however remained poor, and.
Îhe gradually come -ta the conviction that not even the south and freedorn
would give hin back his health. Towards spring his eyes especially began
to suffer and an unipleasant shimmerin-g prevented him from writing and
reading. He returned to SwItzerland in -May in order to u-ndergo a "cure
anV to be in the Mountains. (Do.)

" The mountains always have a good influence upon me, although I lie
here in bed or drag niyself about ail day with pain. The ·thinner the air, the
better -for me, 1 have just began a 'cure' with St. Moritz water which will
take me several weeks." (Do.)

It has been recommanded especially for deep-seated neuroses... . My
very problernatic ·thinking and writing has always made me sick. So long
as I was really a tuacher I was healthy. (Do.)

"IMy pWoer of resistance was at ast 'broken" ... "Violent headache."
The winter was begun bravely, for he hadi found an excellent physician

and expected god results from his treatment.... "He is experienced; the
son of a physician and about 40 years of age. I.have confidence in born
physicians." (Do.)

". . .. But towards Christmas -the -old experiences, as in 1S76, were repeatediheadache and pain In-the eyes became so severe andt continuous that we didnot know what to do. Part of his duties at the university wvere given up-later his physicians concluded that frequent change of air would be the onlymethod of alleviating his sufferings. He went to Baden-Baden and the springfound hira so much better that he became confident and hopeful." (Bio-g'raphy, 04.)
"Half-dead with pain and exhaustion. Tbe entire week one attack af terater"(Letter, 34.)
'Only with difficulty and as it were in a one-sided rnanner he seemed to>drag himselfr aong and his speech was of-ten slow and halting." (Deussen, 34.)A bitterly ba Sunday of pain.... I was compelled te telgraph my non-arrival at Zuric and rerain in bed.... One attack ofter another for awhole week." (Biography, 34.)
"I hate Basel more and more and shall quit it so soon as possible."(Postal card, s5.)
" A win-ter filled with misery." (Do.)"At Baster he went to Geneva -withouc findIng any relief. Upon his return

ther was a frightfuh crisis, attack after attack Of -the severest headache andPain in the eyes, with day-long vorniting: ail 'bis Patience andl bravery were-utterly exhausted. He seemed a broken, tired, age n bran. a wDo.)
"He appealed t-o the universii y te ecet bis resigation. ( .

hope of being a-ble te resist his diseas e resig-atin.ie had lost ale (
My eyes gave me the greatest concern, they alone net Irpreving andaccording to three authorities no inprevement Possible for them. Find me

sorne one to read and write for me. (Do.)
By September he had wonderfully recovered an' hope again filled bisheart. but in 14 days he found -the gardens ba nd. for his eyes that he.could

no longer hold Out; the whole year o 1830 was the worst that he ever endured.
"A heavy, heavy loacd is upon me; during baster that hdever endure
attacks." (Do. 36.) tlie last year I have had 118 severe
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His sufferings gradually increased enormously, although he had no work
to do and no book to write. Before this he had said: "I dare not die, I have
so much to do." But now for the first time bis wretchedness was so extreme
that he longed for death. He bade farewell to all those whom he loved. (Do.)

" With terrible energy however he gathered himself together, hastened
to the south and began a passionate struggle with his disease and with relent-
less fate that threatened to annihilate him.' (Do.)

"My existence is a frightful burden. I would long ago have thrown it
off if I had not precisely in this condition of pain and absolute renunciation
been making the most Instructive tests and experiments in these mental and
iocial things. Thia joy in know-ledge brings me to heights where I win the
victory over all martyrdom and hopelessness. In a general way I anm more
fortunate than ever In my lie, and nevertheless, continuous pain and many
hours of the day a feeling like seasickness, a semiparalysis in which speech
is difficult, alterning with attacks of rage, the last resulting in vomiting for
three days and nights. I longed for death. Inability to read, seldom to write.
To be alone. and to wailk out. mountain ai-r. a diet of milk and eggs.... Cold
is hurtful to me. I shaJl go south in order to begin the life of walking."
(Letter; 36.)

" I had in the last year 118 severe attacks; the slight ones not included.
If I could describe theni for you, the continual pain and pressure in the head,
over the eyes, and tha.t general feeling like paralysis fron the head to the
toes! " (Do.)

" Nearer death than life." (Do.)
".Cuared, or at leas-t on the road to cure." (Do., 38.)
"1 my self am perhaps on the othir side of vhe good and bad, but not of

disgust, boredom, melancholy, and pains in the eyes." (Letter, from Venice,
Do., 42.)

"My wish to winter once more in sorne German place of learning anong
friends and books-a wish that rises to hunger and -torture bas always been
wrecked by my healt.h. But 'the day will yet corne.' (Do., 44.)

"A most violent and obstinate headache exhausted my powers. I-t increased
to tehe highest degree of habituail painflulness until at one time I had 200 sick
days in the year. The eviil must -be utter-ly of local origin and every sort
of neuro-!pathologic bases às wantdng." (Nietzsche, quoted by Möblus, 44.)

fIn~ne of the last days of December, 1888, or in the first days of January
(dates not dedlnite) Nietzsche fell, near his lodgings in Turin, and could not
plise again. A aervant found hiim and led him home with much difficulty.
For two days he lay silent and still on bis sofa, when abnormal cerebral
aotivity and confusion were evident. He spolke much in monologue, sang and
played the piano loud and -long, lost the sense of money value, and wrote
fantastically to and about his ifriends, etc. Overbeck hurried to him and
brought him ,to Basel, to -the sanatorium of Professor Binswanger, the alienist,
whliere the diagnosis, according to Deussen, of progressive, later corrected to
that of atypical, paralysis, was made. His mother had him brought -to Naum-
burg, cared for him until ber death in 1897, after which bis sister moved with
him to Weimar. He died .August 25, 1900.

According to Dr. Reicholdt the immediate cause of bis death was pneu-
monia, with edema of the lungs. There -was no autopsy.

Nietzscie's Personal Chtaracter, despite all the calumniation, and mis-
understanding of many that have written of himn, and despite the char-
acter -of some .of his writings, was one of exceptional purity and per-
fection. This is the testimony of all who knew him. In the agony of
suffering, in the extremes of mental disease he showed, indeed, oc-
casional hauteur, hardness toward friends and relatives, qualities that
would scarcely be noticed were it not for the antipathies, literary and
criticai, actuating the enemies of his philosophy and opinions. With-
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vm a liundredth of his physical wrotehedness and irritation others have

exhilited unblamed faults a hundred times greater. His sister writes

of him:
*At ail events the word 'friend' for him spread a thick, brilliant, and

illuminating covering over any beloved and honored being. He decked it out

with ai of his own best qualities and nade of it a real work of art."

Even 1Mbius says he was friendly, eompassionate, symripathetic, and
thoughtful o others. He was always of a bright and joking disposi-
tion. and w-as beloved by ail who knew hii. at the inany houses, h.otels,
and lodging houses, in which he lived. He had at these places in later

life the reputation of One w-ho had given up his professorship because

of his nearsightedness.
As a boy of about 15, to show his coipanions that some 'historical

anecdote w-as not impossible, he took a bundlie of matches, lit thein in
the palm of lis hand, and held it extended while they burnedi.

ln 1863, aged 19, he was greatly griovecd by having been tipsy, and
i.s disgust with amoking, drinking, " KIneipe," and " Burschenschaft "

grew until, in 1866, he renounced thei all for the rest of his life. His
sister, in '869, speaks of his " musical voice, pleasing appearance,
strong stature. noble face, brilliant eys-'Götterangen.'" She also
says of hiim that she nover knew hin to be in a " bai humor," and that
he w-as the lest of patients even during his years of paralysis. Seydlitz
enys his charaeter vas lear and pure as a mountain brook, and that
purity and iodesty gained from 'him a no- wort.h. Because of tle silly
and nanseatinîg attenpt of Möbius to fasten upon him t'h stigma of
"exoenous lisease "--syphilis. a ,charge that appears utterly vithout
justication medic-ally, scientifically, individually, or soially-one must
allude to the story of bis fleeing horror-struck from abandoned women
in whose society lie w-as once accidentally lei. Deussen correctly says:

"rrom al that I know of Nietzsc.be I believe that the wrds may be ai-
plied to him which Steinhart uses of P'lato:-Mderem nunquam alligil"

As to his original intellectual vigor and startling etrength of puroly
mental endowment, apart from its later affection througrh long wireck-
age' diseaso, the tact stands out with wonderful clearness in tIat at
tie age of 4 lhe was unexpeetedly cald to the professorship Of classical
phikoogy at E3ale. is sister says in the mi<lst of his greatsi suffering:

" His disease was esp.cally unendurnibie because it continued all day and
pernitted him but a few hours of sleep at night: despyte .is sufferig is
intelect cept steadily a.t work. He says Of himself at this time. thn t 'in themidst o his martyrdom duTing an uninterrupted headache of three days
not eir 1-lU exhausting 'vomiting of mucus, i-ny intellectual clearness diditfall. I thought tihmgs cold-bloyodedly throuh, whid vnl -ywlr
healthful condition was impossible t e (ough, which even in my more

W'riting of this period at a later date, he saild:
SAl true symptoms of dis:ase are wanting in me. Even in the time of
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the most severe illness I am -really not sick. One will seek in vain in me for
any trait of fanaticism.... One must have no nerves."

The Synchronous and Equal SuifJcring of Byes, Head, and Digestive
Systen, is the most strlung peculiarity of Nietzsch's case, whioh

singles it out distinctively from that of the others that I have studied
harely, most rarely, have 1 found îuch an equal resistance to disoabe,
and such a conbined affeetion. In the average systein one set of
organs will bear the brunt of the reflex, and will give away first. 'DThe
faut shows t.he utmost extraordinary strength and perfection of his
organism-a fact that is borne out by all:Lhe data. concerning Jhis life
and illness. At timles the attention of the patient or of his many
phy-sicians was directed to one set of symptoms or organs, but there is
never any doubt thîat althougli the eyes complained aIways and often
first, the brain and stoinach were alnost eoily and severcly and
usually. synchroiously alfected. And tlie intensity of tlhe pain and
norbi.d action were perhaps greater than any other iman ever endured.

Ail things con-sidered no patient ever suffered more grievously, no
iîartyr ever endurcd more intense and continuons tornient. Thxe
paithetic tragedy of Nietzsehe's life seeis to me unerampled.

Al Symploms caused and inlensified by Ocular Work, and relieved by
Walking and Ocular Rest. In every case of these Biographic Clinics,
and in thousaids seen in private practice tie-fact is evident that all
the reflex symptomns, ocutlar, cerobral, ieral, psychie, and digestiona,
depended accurately upon the amount of ocular labor, and were re-
lieved precisely in proportion to the amount of walking or physical
exeroise donc, or in othe- words, upon the rest given the eyes from
reading and writing. In-Nietzsche's case this rclationzhip is as clear,
and in order to make -bhis manifest I feel coupelled ,to copy so large a
nmiber--by no means all-of ·the passages which bring it ont. Even
at the age of 21, lie complains of his handwriting, alihough all through
his 1ife this was of -exceptional excellence and accuracy in the forma-
tion of individual letters.

"My intolerable handwriting,... and *ith it how my thoughts cease."
(Letter, 21.)

" Pardon this stupid letter; but the violent pain in my iead prevents ail
proper *writi-ng." (Do.)

Although he seems to have written a very clear and beautiful hand, he
speaks with vexation of his handwriting and that his thoughts suddenly
Stopped with the effort of wr.itirng, " I cannot control myseif as regards pen
and ink; during -the last four pages all my good nature has left me, and I can
only 'note the driest of facts." (Biography, 21.)

- He w-as very musical, often in'olined to adopt music as a profession. and
while oflcially studyi'ng theol'ogy was more earnestly devoted to art aand
philology. (Do.)

"Lonesome walks." (Letter, 22.)
"So soon as my [i-ternyj work was compellei I flew ·to the r-ohemia.n

forest in order to bathe my tired soul in nature, mountain and wood." (Do.)
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"His energetic nature drove -him te gymnastic and ail sorts of sports,
because he thought that ·this was necessary, more for himself thaàn others, on
account of his eves." (Do.)

Nature ondginally endowed him with a robust body; so soon however as
he was no longer in possession of his primitive bealth and strength, he -was,
compelled all the more toward struggles of the intellect more grievous aind
torturing." (Do.)

"To-day, aise. I can w-rite no more." (Letter, 24.)
" Writing becomes difficult." (Letter, 26.)

I read and again reread.... A long time 111 and had to lie in bed. and
even now -hav-e not fully recovered." (Letter, 29.)

"But my eyes-those obstinate, daingerous, aind risky thi-ngs-comnand
me to stop, when I was just about to write you a good letter." (Do.)

" The weakness of my eyes permits me te congratulate you only lin a few
lines." (Do.)

* All this ds little and poor, but alas, much too much for my eyes." (fDo.)
"A laborious win-ter, working from S c'clock dn the morning until 11 or.12

at night." (Do.)
"I write to say that I cannot write." (Letter, 31.)
"The det'estable winter half-yeo:r is not yet past." (Do.)

Had ·to fiy away.... because I wa: compelled -te take to bed for the
second time." (Do.)

" The summer was heav.ier because of the -eyes which often pain. I riseat 5 which does me good." (Do.)
In 1876 a fniend acted as amanuensis and helper to him because of his badeyes. .Before his journey to Italy he spent five weeks in special treatment('Atropimcurc ") of his eyes. " About every eight days I make a 30-hour sacri-fice to my health.... my eyes forbid letter w<ri-tùng." (Letter, 32.)
"E ven the condition of my eyes does not influence my regained confidence

In mlelf. Shiess finds 'them worse; I need an amanuensis, that ls the chiefthiing."1 (Do.)
"Complete rest is not so easily caerried out." (Do.)
"Only since I have given up my lectures have i deteced any bet-terment."1<Dlo.)
" Irnprovementin health,... diversion and movement from place to place."(Do.)
" I cannot write, myself, but must use the pen and hand of my cister.."(Do.)

"ln snow, rn, storm, and sunshine Wandering about, and therewith Iha.ve f oumd. xyself.", (Do.)
aSd - days da Geneva rlch In many experiences .. and mastered sick.ine:sandwhtusiallty...1 fouxtd once morNe the good Conscience." (Do.)Only a -postal card, my eyes permit nothing more." (Do.)I breaithe and see coming health." (Do.) (prom Rome.)
,1 cMmb t»he mountains te run away from, my headache. (Do.)
*orY m ntclerable eadaches, fur which no ·t:reatment has done any good.forbid (ny orltng. he exceptiOn I am now mraking to the rule must beexDiated.11 (Do.)

"ý1y sister 1reads to me a gree.t deal because reading aind writing is hardfor me.", (Do.)
"It hurts me to write." (Do.)
"Bettering health." ('Do.) (Prom -Sorrente.)
"Slow I preov eyt But I cannot read." (Postal card, 33, Sonrento.)
"torY eyes ave aLMer suddenly become so blad tlhat I am neary unablet'O read at ail." (Lettea., 23.)
"0y eyes are worse, My 'head not better." (,Do.)"ly healbh reanain.s bad, very fickle, the eyes a li-ttle better." (Do.)"I fet wel1 ne day and s rote five letters, and the next day. was con-flned to bed; the lest 15 daysq have been pitiable.", (Do.)
"But the eyes say, stop: " (Do.)"Your novel twioe read;... between Ures 1 vaoullated with my hcalth teand fro, and yesterday, lyinô wbed, etc." (Dt.)
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" My brain and stomach Is ugly with overfilling. Much reading duIls the
brain frightfully." (Do.),

"l n spite of dt 1 do not write, and I wonder why. This ireason just occurs
to me: The hand which writes the entire day, and the eye, which sees white
paper become black from early mornirg till evening-both demand change or
rest." (Do.)

"The 100 'books which -are before me on the table are sù many forceps
which burin up the nerve of Independent thimnkdng." (Do.)

" I dure not write any letters. . . . -Next week I go to Heidelberg and
Frankfurt to see physicians:-electroterapy recommended." (Postal card, 33.)

" Do not blame me -because I write no better to-day." (Do.)
"'My health is bad, head and eyes refuse to work more than ever. I had

therefore to diotate." (Letterr, 33.)
".My eyes will not let m'e answer your letters." (Do.)
"Letter-wri-tiing no more ... weakness and deeply shattered healt.h....

A hermit-å.fe as of an old man .... In spite :of this I am courageous; forward,
excelsior! " (Do.)

"I must have -the blue sky above me whe.n I attempt to gather my
thoughts. By a mountain brook overhanging an abyss, he said, Here I love to
lie and dhave my best thoughts." (IDeussen, 33.)

l In his house, or as <he said, Ian bis hole." (Deussen, 33.)
In 'brealking up housekeeping he selected two large trunks full of books to

take with him upon hiis jou-ney.
With the departure from Basel the worst condition of his health was at

an end, -but h'e always expected it to -return. Half blind as dhe was and so-
exhausted, -we travelled much about. In thiree weeks he was considerably
better... Later he was accustomed to say "-the Engadin'e gave me back
my elife again." (Biography, 33.)

Despite hbs bad health he completed his book by the aid of his friend as
an ananuensis. (Do.)

"'My health -is better. I am tireless ln waliking and ln solitary tihought."
(Letter, 34.)

" Instead of recreation at the end of the week he worked with inexhaus-
t4ble zeal at his new writing." (Do.)

" No letter has been possible for weeks." (Letter, 35.)
".In order tu venture on a let-ter I must on the average wait for four

weeks until the permitting hour arrives,-'and .then afterwards I must atone
for it." (Letter, 36.)

"I have -brought a -big basket of -books with me up here." (Letter, 39.)
"From year to year my eyes -permit me -less writdng." » (Letter, 40.)

I am suffering very much with eyes and long for the shadows of the
streets [of Veni'ej." (Letter, 41.)

".My three-fourt'hs blIndness compelled me to desist and to fly to Rizza
which my eyes have learned by heart. There is more light -there, it is true,
than -in Munich. I know of no place except Rizza and -the Engaline where I
am still able to use my ey'es for a few hours a day. But this winter will
probably see an end even of that." (Letter, 44.)

".Dog's weather -n which my health is wrecked." (Do.)
" For eight days the sky continuously overcost, cause enough to wa.rrant

adeep nervous exhaustion with relapse of my former sufferings. I have never
seen worse weathler than this here, preoisely when I have journeyed in order
to escape bad weather." ('Do.)

"The weamther is extremely chaingeable and is not the same for three
hours. iMy health vacillates with it." (-Do.)

"i11s 'rule was: The method of Julius Cæsar against Illness and headacher
frightful marchinig, th'e simplest -living, uninterrupted life ln the open air, con-
tinuous hardshi-ps." (His sister, 4n die Zukunft.)

Great despair la 1S88, '"ilmost the p'rey of dark determination." ' " Tie
awful labors of 1888." (,His sster, ln die Zukun ft.)

"In my eyes I have a dynamometer of my entire condition. (Le.tter 44.)
"Li fact I hav'e only a few bours of each day only a very few hours for

reading and writlng, aind when the weather is gloomy, none at all." (Do.)
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" Health has returned with better weather." (Do.)
" The most ineredible tasks easy as play; health like the weather, daàly

returni:ng with boundless clearness and certainty." (Do.)
" The history of my spring times for fifteen years at least was always one

of horror, a fatatiity of decadence and weakness. Places made no difference.
No recipe, no diet, no climate could vary the essentially depressive character
of this season." (Nietzsche, quoted by Möbius, 45.)

The Ocular History.-In the biography his sister writes as follows:
He suffered much from coughs, colds and hoarseness during his boyhood

and youth, and from his 'twelfth year, his eyes caused him great trouble. But
the examinations of a famous oculist in Jena proved tha.t there was no in-
flammation, or abnormality of any definite kind except that the ball of the
eye, as in all myopes, was highly rounded. "I think that this myopia may
have been caused by somewhat too dark rooms duiriing chi-ldhood, for I am
also near-sighted. While a pupil at Pforta he complained very much of the
very bad light'ing of his class room and chamber; at all events his short-
sightedness increased very much. Twice, also, he suffered fcr long periods
from headache caused, as it was believed, by over strai-n of the eyes. One did
not notice the large, beautiful and brilliant eyes because they were never
inflamed. In his first year at Pfoirta he grumbled very much at the fact that
so little attention was paiid to the eyes, and himself as student, undertook
great caire of them, sparing them as much as possible, although owing to his
excessiýve desire for knowledge I do not think he succeeded very well."

His sister thinks that probably to his short-sightedness was duo the
accident that occurred during his military service, and afterwards a
certain impraoticality in the ordinary affairs of life, although in her
preface to the second volume she combats the prevalent idea that
would explain mental and spiritual greatness upon pathologie grounds.

The examining surgeon refused to pass him for militairy service on account
of his great near-sightedness, although in other -respects he was strong,
healthy and sound. A revision of this order, however, was later made
whereby those who required No. 8 spectacles were passed if otherwise sound
aind healthy. Although this number of glasses was altogether -too weak for
is eyes, it was what he had recently been wea.ring. H.is eyes were not exam-
ined, except to judge from the glasses he had been wearing. He was therefore
entered for service. (Biography, 3.)

He was exceptionally enthusiastic and active in carrying out his sever'e
nili-tary duties. (Do., 34.)

" Graefe found him wearing ¼ [i. c., 5 D. lenses] before his milita.ry
servrce, and that these were too weak, so that he gave him instead 1-5 [i. e.,
8 D.]. Later Nietzsche needed stronger Icnses, from 7 to 10 D., but only for
reading and writing. 'Do this defect was added insuffciency of the, interni."
(Personal letter, 1903, from Dr. Vulpius, who attended Nietzsche for ocular
disease in 1899, and 1900.)

In March from Gersdorff he wrote:
" It goes somewhat better with me after a long and painful period of ill-

health." He returned for the new term at the university feeling much better
and full of hopes, lbut the condition of his eyes remained unchanged. Pro-
fessor >Schiess found his myopia and ocular weakness increased, but Nietz-
sche said that the disease of his eyes, which at times threatened blindness
was only a consequence and not a cause, so that with increase of vital energy,
even Ns visual ability also increased. (31.)

" Time, and especiallY eyes, fail me to thank you. It is now floodtide with
me in all necessities which my bit of eyepow'er entirely absorb. You fortun-
actely do not understand the physiologic conditiion. I have to use, for reading
and writing, No. 3 spectacles. If my three ophthalmologists had been right
I should years ago have been bl.ind." (Letter, 44.)
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no prevent ability to read and write. Such oculists will alseo recognize
thî 1. a.ropin in nearsighted eyes will not " cure " myopia, nor wi1l it
lessen the eyestrain and its reflexes and more than cessation of reading or
wTiting would do. More certain is the inference that the lessening 'of his
visua] acureness and power ·to read with atropinization was due to thme
fact that it paralyzed his acconnodation power to neutralize partially
his astignatism. One wonders if the Atropin-kur is still carried out
to-day upon the million or more myopes of G ernany.

Nietzsohe's myopia also increased very much during his short life,
and this as we now know was the natural and inevitable result of over-
correction 61 myopia and noncorrection of his astigmatisnm and aniso-
motropia. Another astonishing fact is that ho wore high power
myopic enses for reading bat not for distant vision, and this tagaiin
proves how incorrect ihis glasses were. Finally one must notice the
odd contradiction ithat he wore prisms bases in for insuflciency of the
interni, and that w'hen examined ait Basel lie had convergent strabis-
mus. The acute attack of cereibral paralysis may however serve as -1
part ial explanation.. In spite of the fact that pain in his eyes was the
bitterest complaint duning his adult life it must not be forgotten that
there never was any inflammation except the iritis in his last year.
Oonsiie.ring the lack of proper ,correction of his eyestrain, and the
terrible abuse -of bis eyes, that Nietzsche did- not become blind f rom
ialignant myopia is indeed a wonder, -.nd a tribute again to the nag-

nificen t powers of resistance of his organisn.
Colds, Influcum, Rheumatism, etc., afilicted INietzsche. as much

throighou .his life as they did Mrs. Carlyle, an-d other suffers freM
eye.$triain.

He suffered niuch fron coughs, colds, and hcarsenezs, (luring hLs boy-
hood and youth." (Biography.)

" From January to iuturnn, 1S62. aged IS. he suffered greatly from colds,
hoarseness and frequently recurring pains in the eyes and hea:d." (Do.)

" In 1863, aged 19., 'he was seized with severe cold an-d was confined for a
long timue to -bed." (Do.)

During tihe on.tire year of 1S72, aged 2S, his heal-th was bad; it began with
a 'severe cold and a week long conditdon of gri-ppe." (Do.)

Furdher citations need not be made to illustnate the frequetiy
nlotieed oeuLeetioin betwecen evesrain a inflalmnunation of the mne ous
iombrane or the upper air-passages. The probably self-made diag-
nsis of "rheumatism" illustrates iii excrpts on a previous page aiso
liustrates tfhe observation that muscular pains, anesthesias, numbness,

temporary pares etc., are often forbhconing in severe evestrain, and
disappear Mt. once upon its relief.

".Mig;raine" is a word often as loosely applied to atpical" dis-
eases, as bitiousnes"" nervous dvspepsia, and many such used
both by physicians and laymnen. These words appear to satisfy many
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olierwise intelligent people, and by applying them to a set of symp-
toms there is a seeming belief that the disease is explained. Learned
modical articles have been and continue to be written on "migraine "
with no trace of curiosity or care as to the cause of that mysteriouws
nalady. Labeled with a naine its nature and etiology no longer con-
cern. In different treatises upon it by equally great authorities the
most glaring contradictions and illogicalities constantly reappear. In
many the eyes as a cause are mentioned onty incidentally and, as it
were, as a routine sacrifice to or fiattery of encyclopedie knowledge.
Möbius thinks that Niotzsche's migraine niust have been " inherited"
-that favorite word for inability to explain-while at the saine time
he had gliona of the brain whidh cau>sed his wrecking. Again lie says
that his migraine was " due to his mental activity. It was always the
same; the fresher lie was the more passionately he worked, and the
lore lie worked the more lie brought on the return of the attacks."
But lie admits there was na trace of "progressive" or "atypical"
paralysis prior to 1875. And yet how much the man had endured
for years prior!

Il the text-books hemierania is put down as a synonyn of migraine,
and yet the fact that his particular migraine was not one-sided struck
Nietzsche's attention and caused him perplexity.

In all that bas been written by imînself or oYthers concerning Nietz-
sehe's illness the old but ever noteworthy wonder appears at the sudden
changes from the most violent suffering to the most complete relief

ind arent healuh. Il lis case trese lighning-like changes are so
remuarkable that they confuse limself, friends, and physicians, as migiht
be illustrated by many quotations. Hlis sister 'thinks he wIas as well,
from 1882 to 1889 as other people, and that his compLaints were due
to psyehic suffering, lonoliness, non-recognition, etc., and yet he him-
self writes that lie had some 200 sick days within one year during this
tine. She also says that during these years his headaclies were rather
a Benonnensein (stupor) for which lie walkcd a great deal aind that he

iad on the average only froin seven to ten migrainous a.ttacks a vear
without vomirting. Once more she savs thait in these years lie onlv
bad eye-troubles, not bodily suffering, and that these consisted onlv of
Flimmernl, and poor vision, adding that these symîptoms were due to
intense overwork of the eyes. " His tired eyes produîced bis Benom-
mensein," for he was most actively writing and realing oof ail 'this
time.

It must he remembered that during this time be daily walked a great
deal, dcevelopîing his aphorism-style, by tbinkiiig during his walks, and
by jotting down his thoughts as they occurred to him in his note-book
always in baud. Although intellectually keeping up the strain the
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relief to his eyes oflen lessened the general and especially the diges-
tional, reflexes. In a lotter 'to me his sister says that from 1881 and
1882 -he trought himself cured; that his headaches were changed in
chameter, he had mul'less voniting; and he had not to go to bed
with headaches-excopt in 1883. But al agree that is excessive ap-
plication brought on his " suddei ", paralysis in 1889.

Tnstead of "migrn.ine " let us 'cal his disease by 'the old-fashi-oned
popuilar naie -of sick-headache, and add that the oculist who to-day is
not able to cure 99 cases out of 100 of this eonmon and terrible discase
by relief of its causing eyestrain is-not so -expert as he should be.

In an article in Die Znkunf t (no. 14, vol. viii, Jan. 6, 1900) Niotz-
sehe's sister, concern-ing lier brother's illne ss, writes ite followin.g
astoiish ing paragraph:

" -is physicians could never determine whether his headaches were caused
by his ocular d.isease. or whether his weak eyes were the result of his cerebral
disease. Four physicians treated him 'in 1S78-79. Two said that bis headaohe
was the cause of his trouble and,t.yo heaped his entiire sufferings upon tihe
condi-tion of his eyes. One of those was Professor Graefe.' It was by Graefe's
adv.ice that -my brother gave ip his professorship because reading and writing
the Greek ietters of the alphabet w-as particularly iharmud. Later as the con-
dition of the eyes bettered we have usually called -his disease migraine."

Thuî,s bv the irresistible logic of the facts two plhysicians, long ago,
were clriven to the concliason th at the trad cause of tiis man's awful
sufrerings was evestrain. Of course they could not or -did not, suspect
that iL w. z astigmiatisn, an-d they perhaps hardly dared to include in
the resuits idhe voniting and digostional reflexes -always bound up with
eve-work and other synptons.1

"' Te HorriNe Earneslness."-Driving his organism with reckless
fury ·to it spocial work of erudition the young pI-ofessor found that

horrible earnestness," " a niervous excitabilit- " seized hi iniii every-
thing he attcmpted to do. In alinost every case of severe eyost-ain
there is a simuilar experience. I have fouînd it in nearly aIl the cases
of the literary workers so far studiedi whlî1o had gi-caut cye.strain. Carlyle
lias written:

There .is a ;shiver.ing-precipitancy in me which makes emotion of any kind
a t'hing to be sh.un-ned. It is my nerves, my n.erves."

"31y work needs all to be -done wi-th nerves in a kind of a blaze, such a
state of body and nerves as would soon kill me .if not intermitted. I have to
rest necordingly. to stop a-nd sink into total collapse, to get out of which is a
labor of labors."

.ln 1874 the great eyestrai.n sufferer, Wagner, wrote to Nietzsche:
" My wife wll soon write 'to you; she suffers from her eyes: without her

I connot get on. Overbeck alone delights me because he wears no spectacles."
In 1S79 the grea.t eyestrain sufferer Nietzsche wrote a letter in which

occurs this sen-tence:
" You will ihave heard from Overbeck how extraordinari-ly good -bas been

the effeet of his stay at St. Mioritz, so that his fearful headaches since then
have only returned in slighter degree. ... Noteworthy improvement, las-ting
now five weeks."
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. " He wrote ' wJth his hear-t's blodd ' in a state of fevered tension," says
Froude.

" Vork is not possible for me except in a red-hot element, which wastes
the life out of me."

This feverish intensity, I suspect, dictated the life, norbid mental
activity, and character of Nietzsche's writings to an anazing degree.
He sadd of himself that "an unendurable spaniung-tension-lay
upon hlim day and night." Some one bas spoken of it as a "subter-
ranean fire." Another phasing of this condition is shown in a letter
written in that ominous year 1888:

"I bave lived through so much, so muoh willlei, and perhaps attained,
tihat a certa-in power is necessa-ry in order to get loose and away from it. The
vehemence of the interior vibrations was frjghtful. That this was seen even
from a distance may be learned from' the epithets of German critics-

eccentric,' * pa-thologic,' ' psychatric,' el hioc genus omne."

A friend, Sandberg, writing in 1899, puts it this way:
" He wrote once that he had body and soul of such a nature that he could

suffer wJth both at once. ' Notihing,' he said, ' tortures me more than when
the fires burns me on both sides, 4nternally and externally.'" Dic Zukunft,
No. 32.

I have e.lsewhere spoken of the physiologic causze of this morbidly
feverish intensity of mental activity. It appears to me the inevitable
irri-tation due to severe eyestrain. Nietzsche also thought of suicide.
Nietzsche produced wi'thin twenty years sixteen volumes, all written.
by himself in small clear handwriting, all the result of independent
philosoph-ic and original thinking, besides several other volumes of
teclinical philologic studies. He wazs moreover a busy, conscientious
teacher and lecturer.

The Infuence of his Disease upon his Character and Writings is every-
where painfully manifest. Nietzsche was seized with an enthlu.iasm
for Schopenhauer and his works at the age of 21. With greater inten-
sity his devotion to Wagner and bis music, I gather. was turned to
norbid dislike by the influence of diseased cerebral activity. Deussen,
I feel, is in error when he writes that

''. deeper cause lay at the root of Nietzsche's resignaton of his profns-
sorship in 1S79 than bis ' combined diseases o.f the nerves of his eyes. brain,
and stomach.' The philologic profession of teachers. like a coat, becarne too
sme.ll for him, etc. His internai unrest, etc.''

But if so, i, is an error which only extends the pathologie ti the
deeper activities of his mind. How far his eerebral irritation was re-
sponsible for his -'aristocratie anarchv." his occcasional lapses into
egoistic disdain. etc.. would be impossible to gauge. It surely was not
wiholly inoperative. Stringencv,. hardness, radiealism. it cer tainly
helped to produce. Möbius thinks the Zarathustra would not have
been written without the morbid cerebral irritation. It anoears almost
certain that -the aphorismie form of much of bis later w-ng is exr-
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plained as tiie resuit of the millier in which. lie ivas forced Tto do his
literarv wvork, i. c., by thinking and notc-imking w'hile walki-ng. The

,-eriouz, reflexes to cyces. lîcadl, and digestive systcm, whichl were indueed
by writing c-oiipelled limnl to vollate those notes with .tle lcast over-

pokugjossiblie. I lence -LISO resuit the rov uî couiradictioi.is and
il1ogicalities. tihe discrctenuess -and wvant of transitiolial, Conneting

anld mocifving sentenes.
A iiiiniber of degenieratecs, orAc'peiyhave wvrittenil fooli-s1îIly

of Net~h&s'.Llgenrac,' is " a1~î'etc. Thelc i nappropria-te-
lits., -of sîîch siIly chairges is iamiuing, Or dguig.a0corcling to the
p"illt m, riew or IloSe Conivenslnt withI Nitzc l caracter and w~rit-

iîi-. I'h' llisake ~-and o r of icl u.c aCritic -Ls Maibius ilay he
Iîv<c)e v blis reîuairk tliat. iriendAlIip ilu the phyVsiologie Sense is

piipoe1tl nd thlat it rosiýs on pcrverted sextiei love.
NietMî' asisrelv a verv' sieck man duigthe twOln.ty vears of blis

wo'rkinmz life. but noue c*ever îiaéle a iino-rc- hieroic ba:i.le for he-alth thont.
Ile. I lthlil. lie conîtelld&(! i alwavas flic lis.is of heanty and virtite.
If biis pessirnisin wlsdue to blis ds:e.one :lîould îîot forget bis own

imnaJe a jphllosop>iy of im-y IwI 112LbILL alld Lo 'lire. The Yea'r Cf rnY
gr-eau.sL loss of vit.a.I±t3 w the y-tr ta in hieh 1 ceastcd wo be ça. p-iss.rnist.
' he instinct or se-p)r:ýeivauin fw.bade the pàiiiosp..y o.. c1esmir.-

It iS but Ilizaurtal 1th1at Ille stubltie aind fialigri liiiu of bis suiter-
il-1~]siould 1V2tiiilt ili< 1111! 1(ryt.xiulre of 1~ Iluis U!Jii

~vîig.One baslz zç': riit c i tlil tt il 1A'i- voitileii Uoul bc Jiade or
exe-pti Irontl bis %Vorks.: icwniý1rnig Icatlîhl aund 111ues.l thisý co-01

fleet:ioli ')lie v îZIlot. 11ti 1.1.ILi iii Ille tate2lul yezar of l$$8 lie alio
WVd~of ille L'inwcrlle uny aller IVerilie.

:1/1er b 1t~-'e rotigilt to Baisel lie weiglbed 16.5 pâounds,
mius îmot ]lcurast.hlenic, îmiacrlilal, or mela-ncholie, and wzas withiout inl-

îe~ieideas,. Speech wvasz 1permuaîîIen)t]v lokt fromn ille day of Ih-Ie
îlI)e. ami enory ncarly en-tirely. H-e seeced to uuderstaý,nd wiýhat

w r ir t hini, .anid enjoyed i nusie. T1here i-t iias ch gaigor
,ydiigi, with craf1 -i. soniietiieis niade *imi uittc-r cries of pain.
This %%asý- better after the iove Lo Wei-mar. iere hlis chief ple-asuire
wsta c.n1joy thie View front. liý, 'bouse, in . sile]n 'ce and revery. Mbbis
llîtza sîrenitous effot ài brille tie syînptomls of the patient witlini

I.lle cnfiie, even of an atypie,4l case of paralysLs, confcssing thailt rmil
caises dâjf1er:foùr more thonl the anithorities and text-b)ooksb makze man-ifest.
]ý-sptcifflI locis hc ackino%-ledgre ihis te be 'rue il, Xtzce's Case.
Plrofe.sor Binswanger says important sym pton s are wa nting. notabUy
the omiission of- letters, emel in te latest wvritingsrz. One feels li-ke
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smilin g assent t.o Frau Förster-Niotzschc when she coolly says that by
the tern, alypical paralysis, nothiing or not much is impied. Möus's
gratuitous assumîption that ;Sypiliis was the cause of his collapse is
without warrant and is contradicted by every faot of his life, character,
and illness. IL illustrates the ·tendency of ultra science to become non-
science an-d evei nousns. That chloral, as Overbeck thought, con-
ijrib>ed to th.1, fiual breakdown scms to nie extremely douubtful.
Norpiiin le *1-ook only oncte, but chloral was used in large quantities
prior to 1889, for.the terrible sleplesness which tornumted himn as
it does doeà nost eyestrain sulrerers. llis sister thinks chloral simply
inade hiin drunk. .Is it not clear that the so-called sudden stroke in
1889 was the more noticeable elÉect of thirty years of cerebral insult
and disease, and that the reai mystery is that it had] unot cone long. pre-.
viouîsly? What ltkes place in Lthe mechani>es of cerebral môrbid phy-
siology, in such eases, is of course still unknown to us in any scientific
sense, and we often auke our ignorance more ridiculous, at least more
dense, by our pathologie satisfaction with nomenclature and pioture
studies. From whatever ppint of view we look, personal, medical,
social, litncray, or philosophie, it is true that Nietzsche's lie was both
a trCieliclols defeat and a magnificcnt victory. More emphatic is the
truth, hmwevr, that wrhether victory or defecat -it was an awfully
patheitic and aimost an unrivalled tragedy.

ACUTE LOBAR PNEUMONIA.

AN A NA LYSIS OF .186 CASES AN1) 100 AUTOPSIES.

Jor.N. MCCRAE, M.B., J. C. FYSIHE AND W. E. AINLEY,

From the Montreal General Hospital.

PART 1.

The cases here tabulated constitute undoubted cases of primary lobar
pneumonia admitted to the wards o.f the M\ontrcal General iIospital,
fron January 1st, 1895, to August 1st, 1903; the autopsy analysis lias,
not been nade as a continuation of the clinical observations, but as a
distinct series, which, in many particulars, gives the truer frequency
of a complicatio.n, or the higher percentage of occurrence of some
detail vhich is difficult to observe during life.

The entry into hospital by months is tabulated, and it is wiorthy of
renark that the weather fron December 1st to March 15th, is ge6nerally
steady cold; March 15th to June 1st, very changeable, with coinsidôr-
able rain, June 1st to October lst, warm and dry; October and Novem-
ber, cool and dry. The heavy snow fall of winter melts in April, and
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during that month, thougli bright overhead, it is searcely ever. dry
underfoot.

No. of cases. Per.cent. of ca.sus.
January..........
February........
March.... ......
April............
May............
June....... .....
July............
August..........
September.......
October..........
Noveniber............'.....
December..................

39
55
56
74
80
33
26
15
14
27'
25

42

8
11.3
iî.• 1.
15.2

.1G.4
6.8

, .- .4
3,
. .8
5r 5
5.1 .

8.6 ..

The largest number of cases occurs in these. changeable spring
inonths, but as soon as suImer is established, the prevalence gradually

lessens througliout the whole season, only attaining a mîîoderately iigh
ligure after the setting-in of winter. It is not impro.bable that wet
streets have a large share in the causation of spring pneumoiL, and
the intense steady cold of winter a less effect than would 'be expected.

SEX.-348, 71.6 per cent.. were males, 138, 28.1 per cent. femnales.
MORTALITY.-The deaths numbered 104, 21.2 per cent.
Whereas less than 20 per cent. of the mae cases

per cent. of the female cases were fatal.
AGi.-The agres divided into periods are given.

Age in years

to 3........
to 15 ........
to 22.........
to 31........
to 41........
to 51........
to 61.. .. .. ..
and over..

died. more thîai 25

One case
dl1e<-] 1 ,
every

.14

, .

It will be noticed that after the age of 40 the chances for recovery
are gravelv lessened, whereas the mortality in vouths, 16-22, is a com-
paratively low one. although the number of cases is perhaps greater
than in any other half decade. Yet as an indication of the fallacy of
mnaking a prognosis upon the youth of the patient, it may be said that
the approximate -average age of the cases that died was 37.7, (average
of 100 autopsies, given below, 38.8), while the average age rf the cases
that recovered was 35.5; these two averages show much less difference
than one would expect.

ETro.ocG.-Previous attacks had occurred in 53 out of 425 cases.
12.4 per cent. or approximately one in seven, a percentage of occur-
rence much lower than is usually found (Osler's Practice of Medicine.

No. of Per cent. No. of Per cent.
cases. of cases. deaths. of total

deaths.
16 3.3 5 4.9.
67 13.9 5 4.9
70 14.5 5 4.9
98 20.3 19 18.4
92 - 19.1 19 18.4
84 17.4 29 28.1
33 6.8 il 10.7
22 4.5 10 9.7
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iV, Ed., p. 109); in 372 cases previous attack is noted as not having
occurred. 0f the 53 cases, three had had three or mo.re previous
attacks, one had had two, and the others one.

TUBERCULOSI.--Of 462 cases, family history of tuberculosis was
present in 31, personal in 20, and nine had had previous pleurisy, a
total of 60 (13%) in whom there is, likelihood of tuberculosis having
preceded the disease.

RACE.-During the summer and autumn months a large number of
immigrants pass through Montreal, and it has been a frequent com-
ment in the hospital that a good many poorly nourished Europeans,
chiefly Italians, are brought in suffering from pneumonia, shortly after
landing. Of 456 cases of our series, 74, 16 per cent., were immigrants,
defined as having been less than six months in the country. From the
Government statisties of the numbers of immigrants, and the most
careful estimate at which we can arrive of city population, this
indicates that the immigrant is at the very least thrice as liable as
the native.

OCCUPATIN.-We have endeavoured to ascertain what proportion of
the population of Montreal is employed in out-door work, and this we
find difficult, because of the great differences of conditions, due to
Climate, between summer and winter. Of 444 cases, 126, 28.4 per cent.
'were engaged in out-door work, 318, 71.6 per cent. in in-door occupa-
tions; if we allow that * of the population is engaged in out-door work
(this figure is probably too high), the out-door worker has suffered 1½
timries as frequently as the in-door worker; if we allow that 1-10 only of
the population is so employed, the out-door worker is 3-1 times as
iable. In any case our figures tend to show that the out-door worker

is more frequently attacked.
THE USE OF ALCoHoL.-Of 190 cases in which the records are

explicit, 62, 32 per cent., were alcoholics, 92, 46 per cent., moderate
lisers of alcohol, and 32, 19 per cent., were teetotallers. This question
Of the liability of alcoholics to pneumonia, is so complicated by other
questions of etiology, such as poverty, irregular habits, etc., that it is
impossible to set a positive value upon figures.

INFLUENZA.-Acute influenza preceded the disease in five cases.
CATARRI.-Catarrh, defined as chronic inflammation of the upper

air passages, was present in 90 cases (20.3%) in 90 per cent. of which
cough was present.

DIURATIoN.-The average length of time from onset until discharge
from hospital (at which time the patient is presumably able to return
to work), was in 351 cases, 27.5 days.

CRisS AND Lysis.- 226, 60 per cent., ended by crisis, 106, 28 per
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cent. by lysis. In 48 cases (12%) the fall of teiperature was atypical.

The fatal cases have, of course. been exeluded from this calculation. .
Of 211 cases in which the precise time could be deterniined, crisis

occurred after the lapse of 7.1 days; in 106 cases of fall by lysis, the
fall of temperature began af ter the lapse of 8.4 days; the cases of early
crisib are not suffliciently authentie to state. Delayed resolution, was
found in nine cases. 1.9 per cent.

Fvn.--The heiglit of the feYer is classifÌed below:-
No. of cases. Per cent. of cases.

Low..............99 to 202° s1 17
MNole ate.. ......... 102 to 104' 245 52
H:h1I............1040 and over 146 31

ONSE.-It bas lcen noted above that 90 cases liad previous catarrhal'.
symptoms, 72 of these having congh. Of the usual symptoms of
onset, the frequency was as follows:-

Cougli (including tas u ith cough prc-vlously).. .. 300%
Pain ...................-................ 1 %
Chilly sensation:.... ....................... ·. 70%
Vomitin.... .. .. .. ......................... 35%
Rigor..................................... 6.1%

The pain was never referred to a region otiher thanî the seat of
disease.

Sy3-ro.s.-Respiratory system. Rusty sputuni was present in 195
cases out of 434, 44.9 per cent., bloody sputum in seven cases and
dilated aie nasi in 190, 40 per cent.

NERVOUS SYSTEx.-The border line between delirium and mania is
not a distinct one:-

Headache in.. ............ 437 cases
Delirium in.. .............. 447 cases
Mania in.. ................ 447 cases
Convulsions In.. ............. 447 cases

184 times,
157 times

8 times
8 times

42%
35%
1.8%
1.8%

Tho cases of delirium were analyzed with respect to an alcoholie
'history: 93 cases, 59.2 per cent., occurred iii non-alcoholics; 61 cases,.
40.8 per cent. occurred in alcoholics. Of 62 hcavy drinkers, 37 cases,
59.6 per cent. were delirious; of 92 mederate drinkers, 27 cases, 29.3
per cent. were delirious; of 154 users of alcohol, 64 cases, 41.5 per cent.
were delirious.

All the cases of convulsions mentioned above occurred in children
with the exception of one, a girl of twenty-five, non-pregnant, who
recovered without apparent complication.

AL1MENTARY SYSTE.-The condition of the bowels, if at all dis-
turbed, has tended towards constipation.

Of 460 cases tihe bowels were normal in 242, 57 per cent.; diarrhoeie
in 55, 12 per cent.; constipated in 113, 31 per cent.
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Jaundice is reiarkably infrequent in this series, having occurred in

465 cases but 18 times, a frequency of 3.8 per cent.
TE UINŽE.--In view of the likelihood that every case of pneunonia

is attended with a temporary kidney danage, it is interesting to note

that this does not appear in tlie routine examinaition of the urine. 0f
450 cases albumen was found in 22 per cent., casts in 1.5 per cent.,
both together in 25.7 per cent.; pus, dependent, in all likelihood, upon
associated conditions, was present in 6.6 per cent.

Quantitative examination of the chlorides has been made in a dis-
appointingly sinall number of cases; of 16, four sho-wed normal, three
increased, and 9, 56 per cent., decreased excretion of chlorides. Exam-
ination of the sediments, thougli tabulated in more than 100 cases,
does not scem to be of sufficient value to merit reproducfion.

Vanuous.-Sweaiting, sufiiciently profuse to be recorded, exclusive of
the cweating of crisis, was found in 139 out of 434 cases, a frequenpey
of 32. per cent.' Herpes iwas 'preseht- 124 times in 475 cases,; 26.1 per
cent; epistaxis occurred 12 times, 2.5 per cent; the spleen was found to
be enlarged in 30 cases, 6.4. 3er cent.; the liver in three cases, exclud-
ing ehronic cirrhoses. Erythena occurred twice, and a petechial -rash
onice.

VASCULAR SYsrEr.-From stated measurements whichl we have gone
over in 465 cases, it was determined that definite cardiac dilatation was
present-in 85 cases, 18 per cent; this, no doubt, marks the number of
extreme dilatations, and entirely fails to include the slight right-sided
dilatation that must accom.pany every case of pneumonia with large
involvement of lung. Considering the difficulty of observing slight
degrees of dilatation at autopsy (sec below), it is not strange that they
should not be observed in life while the chest-wall intervenes. 'Ilhat
cyanosis is noted in 15 per cent. of all cases, and accentuated pulmonary
second sound in 16 per cent., implies failures to record these almost
invariably present signs.

LEuCoCYToSIS.-ConSidering 7,500 as normal, leucocytosis occurred
in -13 out of 45 cases, 95.5 per cent.; 32 cases that recovered showed
figures varying from 8,400 to 34,000, average 22,000; il cases that'
dlied varied between 9,800 and 50,000, and averaged exactly the same,
viz., 22.000. Of these 11 deaths it should be mentioned that five cases
had severe septic complications, which would, in every case, naturally
lead to leucocytosis.

DISTRIBUTIoN oF DISEASE.-Of 473 cases the involvement was- as
follows:

Rig.ht lung only.. .............. 226 48%
Left lung only.. ................ 141 30%
Both lungs.. .................. 106 22%
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31 iper cent. of bilateral cases died, 15 per cent. of the lef t lung cases,
and 21 per cent. of those in wh'ih the right lung was affected. In five
cases all lobes were affected, and 2, 40 per cent., recovered. It is a
coincidence that the nunber of cases in whieli three Dr inore lobes were
involved, was 104, c-nctly the nunber of dealhs in the series.

One lobe was affected in.... ........ 190 cass 401%
Two lobes were affected in ..... .. .. .. 179 a.es 38%
Three lobes were affected in...94 cases ..- 20.
Four lobes were affected in...5 cases 1%
Five lobe3 were affected in... . cases 1

The nost frequent involvements were as fc>]ows (i173
Clin. Ser. Autopsy Ser.

Lower left.... .. .. %.. ... %
Lower right.. .. 6 14% 7%
Middle and lower right.. .53 11% 4%"
Whole left.. .. 46 10% 17%
Whole right.. ......... 44 9% 18
Upper and middle right.. 5% 2%
Both lower.... .. .. 5% 3%
Upper right.... .. ...... 5% 5%
Whole left and lower right.....16 W% 2%
Lower left and nldcl.e and loi9er right ca se 3% 3%
Upper left.cases 3% 4%

No oiier lobe or conibinati on of lobes wvas involved as' often as ten,:
limes in the series. 'lie mortality for thice lobes or mnore wvas 4.
per cent.

If anyone shoulld be intcresteda in the frcquency of any gîven com.-.
bination of lobes, we append our full figures, asking the f orbearanco of,
the leneral reader for the following table:-

CliC. Series. Auotpsy Serles.
Lowe. left and upper and lo1er right...... .. 17....r% 5%
Whole right and lower left... 1.2% 37%
Upper left and upper right.. 1.2% 1%
Who.e of both lung4.. 1% 1%.
Lower left and upper right... 1%
Wbhole lert and lower und iniddle right........ .6%O-
Upper le'ft and upper kind miiddle rigit ......... ... % " 1%

.Upper left and lower r.gl5t...% 2%
W-.ole left and upper rght.. .4%.

right and upper lef t..% %
Upper left and middle and lower right.... .. .. .4% 0-
Loer left and .. ddle an upper right.. ........ 4 .4% 1%
Whole left and upper and lower rlght....thee.l.be o w
prhole eft and upper anc etiddle right...2% 0-
Lower lef t and aiddle rig ogt..urfl.igrs. sin.h.obern2% 2%
Upper l1eft and upper and lower right........
Middle right...d.oe.lf..............
Upper a ËI lower right...1.6% 0-

lit wil] lie observedl that there is littie or no corres-pondence between
the fiures of the to series, a fact which is to be explained by the
comparative rarity of al tdese combinations.

lup the autopsy seris, the lobes have been involved in the following
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order of frequency, beginning with the one most often attacked; lower
riglit, upper right, lower left, middle right, upper left.

As to how far the prognosis is based upon the extent of lung tissue
involved. we may state the following: in the clinical series 22 per
cent. had threc lobes or more involved (mortality of these cases 46.1
per cent.), anud in ihe autopsy series, 41 per ce-nt. had ibis involvement,
wliiel figures, so far as they go, tend to show that prognosis is iii sone
degree to be based upon the anount of lung tissue implicated.

T r.or..-The methods of treatment are very variable, and have
been tabulated without any conunent. In 40 there was practically no
treatment. Ilydrotherapy (baths) was used in 45 cases, all within the
last two years; expectoraits were given iii a third of the cases, medicinal:
analgesics (norphia, lieroin, coal-tar prohicths, ete) in 1-10 of the cases;
ice aind heat were used in ý of the cases, stimulants in three quarters;
venesection practised in only one case. The· above really
indicates a prevailing tendency throughout the series towards a
symptomie -treatment with ready recourse to ,stinnlants.

Complications. . No. of cases. Per cent. of cases.
Pleurti.....................'163 .34.3
Menn;;iti.,.2.. .3 4.7 (8 cases proved

. by autopsy.
Otitis media....'.. .. ,.·..4..b..a19t4.1
Ernpyema.. 18 38
Emphysema.... 28" 6
Ac. endocarditis... 14 2
Ac. rpericarditls.. .. . 1 3' 4
Myocarditis.. ..... 11 2 3
Thromboses.. 4

Saphenous.... .. 2
Cerebral...
Sup. long sinus.. . 1

Tonsillitia.. 6
Parotitis.. 4
Erysipelas.. 4
Peritonitis.. 3
Abscess (of back).. 1

Associated conditions. No. of cases Per Cent. of cases
Axterio-sclerosils.. 39. 8%
Cardiac valvular defect..'.. 32 6.8%

Mitral stenosis.. 2.........2
Mitral regurgitation.. ....... 19
Trieuspld regurgitation.. 1. , .

* Anamia..... .. .. . .. 8
Angina pectoris..............1
Paralyses....................6

Aphonia............... 3
Facial.................1.
Third Nerve.. .. ... 1
Paraplegia......... 1 .

Neuralgia... ............... 2
Facial.. .. 1..............1
Sciatic.. .. 1..............1

Epilepsy........ ............. 1
Cirrhosis liver................5



Sy pia.. . Q..,. .. ........

96.

-Cy pili lt 
. -Mi l.uIIa... .... .. .............

lIhytaiatismn, Chronîie (uie). . ..

tion-., because we feel lal, in 1n.1ny cas sul as pleuritiv, vmpyema
et(.-., the aLtopsy fininiigs are distitiely more valbilelI)lU. Onwennti bu

sure thatt thei so-called compîlictatins arei reUall y s4ueh, or! shlaiId Im er
propel.y be included iii aociat ed) cod)it ions. A t tle saie, ime we
liive n1ot felit justiit.id in omitting them from a stricLy si4iat þa
article.

PIur li .-~AAuLSIss <>i J100 A nroi'siî:s.

The autopsies are partly coiised lu the ases ainalyzed fm in hie

wards, but to eoilIet he t limu i ber il wasq necssary ro go bask -als a

as the record of 1890; so that for purposes of. comparisn lie two.
series ar-(e essent.ially dileiient. Al tie cases arc seleed vih a1 mview

to the exclusion of Liose in which tlie pneumonila could be cosidered
secondary to any other disease; by whihol camrefulness e doubless
rejects many cases which are truc lobar primary pneumonia, which
occur in those slightly debilitated by Somie otier cause; so tha the
series is really a synopsis of cases of pneurmonia urising in Ihe com-
paratively healthy. Tt is obvious tai. one Imuust ioi rule oul enies past

,middle life with narkcd kidney change, or eo flic wearuh foir cases
vould be interminabile. The numibers throughout designate percen-

tages, as well as numbers of cases; in man eses y comparisons are
instituted between t hese figures and the figures of the saie conditions
obtainced by elinien1 observation.

S.:x.-77 cases were males, and 23 feinales.
AG.-The average age of these ceses was 38.8 y 'The verage

age of all the cases in the previous series was 31 yeari.
Age -by periods. Autopsy series. Cliiicail H.rfes.

1 to 3.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 3% 41%
4 to 15.... .................. 1% 4.

16 to 22.. .. .................... 6%
23 to 31...................... -17% 18.4%
32 to 41.........................26% 18.1%
42 to 51.,.. .. ................... 2%
52 to 61.........................12% 10.7%
62 and over.. ..... ............. 8%7

It i: to be noted that there is a striking sinilarity in. te pereen-
tages, especially after the age of 35, when the nurmber oif cases in each
period becones at all considerable.
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CoPLIcATIoxs AND ASSOCIATED CONDITrONs.--The relative fre-
quency of certain complications in the two series is of interest; the
discrepancies which will be seen to exist in pleuritis and pericarditis
ivill be easily understood, when one remembers the comparatively short
time in which a friction rub may be present, and the snall amount of
fluid which is effused in many cases. The second column exists only for
co mparative purposes.

Clinical series for

Pleuritis, total.. .. .. %..................
Pleuritis, purulent (" empyema."). .. . ..
Pleuritis, sp"ous (" effusion ").. .. .. 2.
Pleuritis, fibrinous.. 5%
Perica-rditis, total.. .. 1..%................
Pericarditis, purulent.... .. ...............
Pericarditis, fibrinous and sero fibrinous... 7%
Endocarditis, acu'te.....................
Endocarditis, chronic (Assoc. condition).. ....
M:.ocarditis, acute.... .. .. 2.. .. .. ......... 3%
Melocarditis, chronie (Assoc. condition).. .. .. 8%
Arterio-sclerosis, extreme (Assoc. condition).. 8%
Dilatation of right heart.. .. 1.. .. .. ...... 8%
Dilata•tion of left heart..................
Clots in heart chambers..................
Meningitis, purulent.... .. .. 4.. .. .. .. .... 7
Bronchitis, acute.. .. 1...... .. .. .. ...... %
Bronchitis, chronic (Assoc. condition).... .. %..
Nephritis, total........................
Nephritis, acute parenchynatous (cloudy

swelling)...45% 49% 
Nephri tis, acute, suppurative.. .. 1..%........

ephritis, chronic......32%

0f the cases of pericarditis, seven occurred with, involvement o 0f
both lungs, four of the lef t and five of the right' hîng, supportingâ the'
freqiien-cy of occurrence with disease of the ef t lung.

o f the five cases of ineningitis, pneurnococcus was fo.und in the'
neninges in four; it lso was found in one case of iulccrative cndco-'
carditis upon the heart, valves, and in four cases of septic pericarditis.'

Seven cases of absccss3 of the lung occurrcdl anci one case of abscess
of the abdominal wall; mcdiastinitis occurred twviec, per-itonitis. onde;
icterus was noted. but once and tuberculosisý, obsolcte, or obsoloeent,,,

Special intcrest attachési to the folloiîg points in this scriçs s-
1. Tlie iability of immigrants to the disease.

2. r1e frcequcncy with -whichi people o]! out-dloor' occupations -are

3. Thie i7ifrequencyr of the rigor of onset.
4. 'lhle -non-e-nla,rnient o]! the spleen in most cases of p-neuniocoer.ius

infection.
The apparent1ly awkward divisions of the a.ge ta-bles may be better under-

stoed if we explarin that a patient is classified -in the column in ichici lielnnga
thec figure he stales as his cge in ycars.



TOXIO AMBLYOPIA CAUSED BY METHUYL ALCOHOI.

FRANIC BULLER, M.D.

Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal.

Toxic amblyopia caused by the ingestion of nethyl alcolioi, appears
to have been first mentioned. by Viger in '1877, and in 1879 Meingin
called attention to the same subject apparently as a further report on

the saine case. Knies, in-his well-known work published in 1895,
barely mentions the subject, and in the same year Casey Wood, in his
monograph on the Toxic Amblyopias,' states that there were several.
well authenticated cases in which "vision bas been affected by indul-
gence in this strong-smnelling liquid," but he only makes definite men-
tion of Mengin's (Viger's) case.

According to DeSchweinitz the first case reported in America was
in 1896 ·by J. M. Ray, of Louisville, Ky. " Since then the literature
of this subject lias become quite extensive and lias disclosed much dif-
ference of opinion as to the pathology of this, now froin a clinical
standpoint, well recognized forin of toxie amblyopia.

Curiously .enough, in spite of the many cases now on record, with
similar history and preseuting almost identical clinical pictures, there
are still somne .well inforned ophthalmologists unconvinced as to the
part played .by methyl alcohol in bringing about loss of vision in the
cases reported. 1 need not discuss the possible reason for this curious
unwillingness to accept obvious facts, the saine unreasonable reasoning
is singularly liable to occur in every controversy between membérs of
the niedical profession, in which publie interests are at stake, or in
which the general public is in any way involved.

The question of tobacco amblyopia was for a long time disputed in
the saine way, and lias only been settled by accunulated. experience,
just as this nust be. One great difficulty in the way of carrying con-
viction to the minds of unbelievers is that of obtaining a sufficient
number of 'pure, or unmixed cases, so straight in cvery particular that
deductions drawn from them are beyond dispute. This happened in
the case of tobacco amblyopia until accumnulated evidence froi year to
ygar finally compelled a general recognition of it as a reality about
which, as a genuine toxic effect, there can renain no longer a shadow
of doubt.

The pathogenesis of toxic amblyopia presents many points of interest
whieh at the present time cannot be regarded as definitely settled; in
most of them the pr'imary lesion seems to have been a local one in the
optic nerves, or in some of the structures of the eyeball, rather than a
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blindness had come on, and holds this to be proof that the primary
lesion is not in the retina. On the other hand, DeSchweinitz states that
in animals experimented on with methyl alcohol, its toxie action is
first upon the ganglion cells of the retina and that the optic nervea
changes are secondary.

-Notwithstanding all this, the early and often complete loss of vision
can scarcely be regarded in any other way than as positive proof of pro-
found disturbance in the optic nerves and the subsequent rapid altera-
tions in the vision without visible ophthalmoscopic changes in the
fundus seem to point in the same direction. There are changes in
the optic nerves in my third case, which indicate a retro-bulbar neuritis
at an early period, but nothing that would justify the assumption of
pathological alterations in the region of the macula-lutea.

The symptoms of this toxomia are not by any means always the
Same, modified as they may be by innumerable collateral circumstances.
Gastro-intestinal disturbances is one of the most comm.on symptoms
and may be intense. With large doses this is followed by intense head-
ache giddiness, and sometimes coma. Rapid failure of sight, often
becoming complete, but returning again for a time and soon relapsing,
is the most characteristie symptom. Contracted visual fields are the
rule, as well as central scotoma; the latter being usually found absolute
if carefully sought for. The ocular disturbance is symmetrical and the
blindness often total, for a time at least. Great variations in visual
acuity occur before the conditions settle down into progressive and per-
manent atrophy. Ophthalmoscopie signs are variable. Blurring of the
edges of the discs, and in some cases cloudiness of the retina; positive
Optic neuritis, and complete atrophy without signs of antecedent inflam-
mation, are the more important changes so far observed. Retinal vessels
sometimes are diminished in calibre and sometiies normal. Pain on
mfloving the eyes and pressing them backwards has been noticed in some
cases.

The quantity of wood alcohol necessary to induce this toxæmia is also
variable. Estimated quantities have been all the way from two to eight
Ounces, but even 5ý drachms have produced headache, nausea and vom-
itimg. In one case two doses estimated at two ounces each at an in-
terval of twelve hours, caused death a few hours after the second dose.
An interesting series of cases occurring in one household, is reported in
the Transactions of the American Ophthalmological Society for 1902,
by H. W. Ring, of New Haven, Conn. Seven persons in all were af-
fected, two of whom died; four suffered more or less loss of vision,
and one, who took the least quantity, only slight gastric disturbance.

It is with the object of pointing out the dangers of this drug now
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come into such connon use, that I call the attention of this Society to
the subject, and in so doing place upon srecord thrce additional cases
that bave cone under ny own observation.

Case 1. Mrs. P., zt. 34, widow, by occupation dressmaker, re-
siding in the Siate of New York, was admitted to the Royal Victoria
Hospital on the 6th of May, 1902, with the following history:

Was married at the age of 23, two ycars afterwards lier husband died,
had no fanily; general health always fairly good, but for the past
eight or iiine years bas worked very hard at ber trade, subject to' in-
somnia as wiell as soie sort of nervous attacks not of a character to
interfere with lier work. Never had any visual trouble up to the tiine
of taking by imistake a large dose of wood spirit containing wintergreen
and intended for use as a liniment in rheumatism. The quantity, as
near as she could estimate, was less than half a tumblerful.

The facts with regard to t.aking this dose, as far as she remembered,
were these:-Sonie time in February, 1902, she came home one after-
noon fatiguced by a long walk in a snow-storm and found lier aged
mother very ill; this caused lier to feel nervous and distressed. After
attending to her 'mother she took a vapour bath and in the dim light
towards evening drank by mistake about a wineglass of the preparation
just nientioned, instead of a dose of Hood's Sarsaparilla, which she
had been in the habit of taking from time to time. Shortly afterwards
she fell asleep and at the end of two hours awoke feeling very ill, with
intense headache and, to her great dismay, quite blind. This total
blindness. lasted some two weeks, then vision gradually returned and
bas been as at present for several weeks.

The notes as to lier general condition on admission state that shé
was a medium sized wonan, well nourished and apparently in good.
general health, all the functions being normal, with no evidence of
organie disease, except the blindness and certain visible changes in the
optic nerve. Vision reduced to fîngers at 3 feet in ach eye in good
daylight, thinks she sees rather better in a soiewhat subdued light;
refractive media normal; emetropic or very nearly so; pupils about
5 mim. in ordinary daylight, react slaggishly in focal illumination,
normally in convergence; no ophthalmoscopic changes in choroid or
reLtina, except diminished size of the blood vessels associated with an
advanced atrophy of the optie papille, exactly alike in both eyes. The
visual flelds, as shown by the accompanying chart exhibit very little
restriction of the field for white, but there is a small complete central
scotoma for all colours. Apart from this the fields for red and blue are
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nearly normai, but has not perception for green at all, not even when

large squares of this colour are used.

CASE I.
FIG. 1. Large broken line, field for

blue, inner continuons line shows
scotoma in right eye upon admission.

CASE I.
FIG. 2. Large broken line, field for

blue, inner continuons lne shows
scotoma in left eye upon admission.

CASE'i. CASE I.
FIG. 3. Outer line shows -field for FIG. 4. Outer Une shows field for

white, inner dotted line red. Central white, inner dotted-line red. Central
area, total scotoma; green absent- area, total scotoma; green absent-
right cyo. left eye.

This patient was kept under observation in the hospital for two
imonths: treaitment by pilocarpine hypodernically, stryehnia ditto, and
iodide of potassium internally yielded no results whatever and there was
not a vestige of even teimporary improvement after ainyl nitrite inhala-
tions. Vision was no better and no worse when discharged from hospital
on July 6th. I have recently been inforned that her condition re-
mains about the saine.

Case IL. Dr. Byers kindly examined this patient for nie and sent
in the following report together with charts of the visual field.
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F. W., St. 39; a barber, came for advice on October 22nd, 1903, and
gave the following history:

In the spring of 1903, the patient, on account of some slight ail-
ment, was taking some medicine, which lie ..ept in a cupboard. On
March 9th, after finishing work, lie put the liglit out in his shop, and
by dim illumination from another room took "about a wineglassful"
of what he thought was his medicine, but which proved afterwards to
be "wood spirit" placed there by some other person as a practical joke
or with malevolent intention.

Affer taking the draught he felt no symptoms whatever until the fol-
lowing morning, when the head began to ache and the eyes to blur. On
going to his shop, a man told him he was looking ill, and he found vision
so poor that he was unable to do his work. The patient then went
home with headache and blurred siglit. During the next three or four
days, the acuity of vision varied greatly, being at times comparatively
clear, at others, clouded, as if by a dense fog. At the end of this
period, he went "stone blind" for eight or ten days. He then began to
see, first with the outside corner of the left eye, and two days later,
out of the sanie quarter of the right eye. Gradually his distant
vision became as good as ever, and he could see to thread a needle.
About the middle of April, work was resumed, but somewhere between
May 1st and May 10th the siglit begain again to fail. Dimness of
vision increased till about two months ago (August 22nd) since which
time both eyes have recovered somewhat, the riglit more so than the
left.

Present condition: Married 18 or 19 years; no specifie history; pu-
pils equal; right reacts promptly and well to light; left iiconpletely
and rather sluggishly. The eyes arc sensitive to light and have been so
ever since taking the wood spirit. le says even during the time that
lie was completely blind a lamp held before his eyes pained him enough
to make its presence known, althougli lie was absolutely unable to sec
the outline or colour of the flame.

R. V.-fingers at 8 feet, eccentrically with the nasal side of the
retina; L. V.-fingers at 3 feet, with the nasal side of the retina.

The ophthalmoscopie picture is that of a primary optic atrophy; both
optic dises extremely pale, the left a little more so than the right;:
lamine cribrose clearly exposed.· Macular areas normal; slight strip-
pling of the retina about the optie dises. Very faint lines of exudate
in places along the arteries which are slightly sclerosed.

The accompanying fields of vision show the extent to which the peri-
phereal vision is affected, and also the disturbance of the colour sense.
On the left side, white only is perceived within the limited area indi-
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catcd; on the right side the sense of green only is lost, the other col-
ours--blue, red and yellow-being mostly restricted in the order named.
Dr. Ridley Mackenzie examined the urine with negative results, and
found nothing abnormal in the general condition of the patient, apart
from evidences of an old right-sided pleurisy.

CASE II.
FiG. 1. Dotted ]!ne shows field of

-vision renainiig in left eye; con-
tinuous line hows normal field.

CASE II.
Fic;. 2. Dotted ine shows field of

vision remaining in right eye ; con-
tinuous line shows normal fleld.

CASE II. CASE II.
FIG. 3. Dotted line shows field for Fig. 4. Inner 'continuous line shows

white. two anall continuous areas field for white. Large dotted line, yel-
:show field for blue.. low, small dotted line red, x x line, blue.

This patient could not remain in town for treatment, and was sent
home with a letter to his family physician recommending a course of
strychnine injections. Recently,'slight improvement in vision was re-
ported, under this treatment.

Case 1II. Geo. C., St. 42, carpenter by trade, came to me on Nov-
ember lth, last, on account of defective vision and was admitted to the
Royal Victoria Hospital the same day. He has always enjoyed good
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health; no evidence of constitutional disease of any sort; heart, lungs,
and renal organs normal in their functions; appetite and digestion good.
Four months ago was struck on the head with an axe and was rendered
unconscious for a short time but soon recovered and felt no ili eleects
from the accident since.

Early in Novenber lie spent a fev days in a lumbering camp in the
Adirondack Mountains. On Saturday morning, November 7th, took a
drink of what he supposed to be ordinary alcohol, about a small wine-
glassful he thinks. This was repeatcd in the evening and also on Sun-
day norning, three doses in all. Hunted as usual on Sunday and felt
no ill effects, but on Monday rowed with a comrade about fifteen miles.
on the way home. During this journey he nôticed a curious mistiness
before the eyes, and the trinks of trees on the lake shore looked fiat
instead of rounded. Daylight was waning when they landed and by
that time lie had great difficulty in seeing the things that were to bc
taken out of the boat, though his companion had none, and, on walking
home, a couple of miles, could scarcely see to guide himself. He arrived
home with a splitting headache which lasted about an hour, after which
he fell asleep and on awakening the following morning found himself
entirely blind. He was seen that morning by a doctor who gave him
some niedicine. By Wednesday evening there was some return of"
vision so that he could distinguish people moving about. This im-
provement continued very slowly up to the time he came to see me on
November 15th.

Vision tested in good daylight showed ability to count fingers at
about two feet distance with either eye; pupils somewhat dilated and re-
acting to light rather sluggishly; media clear and refraction emme-
trophie. Slight pallor of papilla, vessels about normal; retina at
fundus decidedly cloudy, especially above and below the optic nerve
entrance. Beyond this slight cloudiness of retina; the macular region
showed no deviation whatever from the normal.

I nade a,chart of the visual field of one eye which indicated a con-
siderable area of great dimness but no comiplete defect, except a smxall
central scotoma for all colours.

I sent for a specimen of the alcohol this man had consumed and re-
ceived a sinall vial of clear liquid having all the characteristics of wood
alcohol. This, together with the characteristie subsequent attack of
blindness I think established' the diagnosis. The comparatively long
interval between taking the stuff and the occurrence of visual disturb-
ance is decidedly unusual; at the same time it must be borne in mind
that the attack was in no respect so violent as in many of the recorded
cases. The patient being in good healh and pursuing an invigorating
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outdoor life no doubt possessed much greater powers of resistance,
'which only gave out after repeated doses followed by considerable phy-
sical exertion, so that the depressing effect came on later and less forci-
bly than usual.

The patient was treated, in hospital for three weeks, rest in bed,
inercurial inunctions and hypodermic injections of piloLarpine were the

CASE ii.
Dotted line showq field for red

continuous line, feld for green; no
scotoma.

chief measures employed. When discharged on December 7th, vision
Lad improved to 6-22 Rt., 6-27 L., and the central scotoma hlad disap-
peared. The fields for red and green are shown by the accompanying
chart.

He himself is conscious of a vast improvement in the condition of
vision. This, together with 'the alniost normal condition of fundus,
justifies the expectation that the improvement will be progressive and
permanent.

The three cases I have had the opportunity of observing, all within
the past eighteen months, indicate that the affection is by no means
mcommon. They may all three be classed as pure cases, for, although

thl first one took the alcohol mixed with wintergreen, there is no
reason to believe the ingestion of wintergreen of itself ever produces
any such results. In the other two, wood alcohol alone was the toxic;
mnaterial consumed. They may therefore be useful as a further de-
monstration of the toxic effects this drug undoubtedly possesses, when
taken in any considerable quantity, upon the organs of vision. It is
time the publie be better informed as to the dangers of drinking wood
alcohol, or even working with materials, such as varnish, largely con-
taining it, since its vapour alone has been found capable of exer.ting
the same toxie effect. Probably very few persons realize how exten-
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sively this substance is used in many trades and manufactures, giving
the ignorant public, who evidently think there is no such thing as
bad alcohol, many opportunities to commit the fearful mistake of using
wood spirit as a beverage. This is more likely to occur since a less
repulsive article, known as Columbia Spirit, has come largely into use-
Its poisonous qualities, though perhaps not so virulent as the coarser
varieties of woo'd spirit, are still sufficiently great to render it extremely
dangerous, and in iy opinion, to denaud the use of a caution label on
every bottle or package of it sold.

Knowing, as we (]o, Ihat not very large doses may have a fatal effect,
this substance might, if labelled "poison," bc used too conveniently by
persons possessed of suicidal tendencies; probably, therefore, a label
n-tating that " this liquid laken internally is likelij lo cause >lindnes
miglit have a sufficiently deterrent effect. Unquestionably a general
knowledge of the fact that wood spirit cannot be used as a beverage
without serious danger would prevent many an unfortunate from suf-
fering the greatest of all calamities, to wit, irreparable' loss of vision.

The original communication by Dr. George M. Gould, in this issue,
upon the ill health of Friederich Nietzsche, adds anotler to his series
of studies on the influence of eye-strain upon civilization. The value
of these studies is literary and philosophic as much as scientific. It is
probable that the associatiàn between ocular conditions and the mental
and physical states of suc men as Parkman, Carlyle, Wagner, De Quin-
cey, Darwin, Huxley, Spenser, Browning, Whittier, and Nietzsche cannot
be denonstrated to a scientific certainty, nor could be, even if these illus-
trious sufferers were to rise froni the dead. Yet Dr. Gould's studies
are full of suggestion and interest and deserve careful reading, if only
for their literary and philosophical value.

The thirty-third annual dinner of the Medical Faculty of Bishop's
College was held at the Place Viger Hotel on the 3rd December, Mr.
C. F. Crutchlow presided and about a hundred persons sat down. After
the toast of the King, Dr. George Hall proposed "Alma Mater," and
it was responded to by Rev. Mr. Abbott-Smith. Mr. T. E. Donnelly
propesed the "Dean and Professors," and it was responded to by Dr.
F. W. Campbell. The dean spoke in his best vein and he received a
most cordial reception. The toast of "Sister Universities" was pro-
posed by Mr. J. J. McGovern, and was responded to by the various
representatives. Dr. G. E. Armstrong and Lt.-Col. Burland replied
to the toast of "Our Guests," which Dr. Macphail had 'proposed.
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DENTISTRY AND MEDICINE.

An application received recently from the Dental Association of the
Province asking that MeGill University consider the means whereby
that Universitv could afford teaching to the dental students of the
province, is still, we hear, sub judice. It, however. raises so many
important considerations that we feel justified in considering the general
subject of the education of dental students and the relationship of den-
tistry to medicine.

It would be needless and would serve no useful end to gloss over the
fact that not merely the members of our profession, but the community
in general, regard the dentist as on a distinctly lower plane than the'
medical man, be he a specialist in any branch of medicine, hovever
limited. The main reason upon which this view appears to be based
is that the work of' the dentist is very largely mechanical. con sisting
mainly in excavating cavities in the teeth and filling them with metal,
in replacing teeth that are lost, or removed, by false teeth which are
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bought wholesale; at the highest it is taken to enibrace the performance
nf delicate and ela:borawte crown and bridge work. Even at its best, it is
feIt that this work is of a mechanical nature and we are apt to consider
that, in the main, dentistry is an art rather than a science. . But a reason,
alnost equally potent, is that the education of the ordinary dentist has
been very largely practical, that his gencral knowledge of the principles
of medicine and his general culture bave been and continue to be below
the standard demanced froi those entering the inedical profession.

Is this a right view to take of dentistry and the dental profession?
We have no hesitation in saying that we consider that it is correct sa
far as it refers to the ordinary dental practitioner of the present day.
On the other hand, it is incorrect as regards the leaders of that pro-
fession while it does not take into account the possibilities of what that
profession may become under right guidance. Certainly the leaders
in the dental profession consider it wholly unjust and Ùhey, nowadays,
have themselves undergone such a course of education and have de-
veloped se scientific a study and treatment of their subject as to de-
monstrate to us that, whatever may be true of the general run of dental
practitioners, their subject is capable ef being placed upon a much
higher level and, to ieir credit, it must be said that in every civilized
country the dentists as a body are secking to attain to this higher level.
The evolution of the complete dentist and his assumnption of a proper
position in the comnmunity, is following exactly along the lines traced in
the evolution of the modern surgeon. We are apt to forget that, not
much above a hundred years ago, the surgeon and, let us add, the general
practitioner, or apothecary, occupied in the community a position, if any-
thing inferior to that occupied by the dentist of the present day. A
century before that, his status was even lower; lie ranked with the bar-
bers and blood-letters. The physician who hai had a university edu-
cation was the only menber of the profession who, speaking generally,
had social rank and influence. The surgeon was supposed to need
purely a prnctical education, to be purely a specialized mechanic. It
is difficult, as we say, to realize this, but so itwas. There were, even in
those days, leading and influential surgeons just as, in these days, there
are leading and influential dentists in our community, but, as a body,
surgeons were regarded as of an inferior order. With a recognition of
the possibilities of surgical development all this bas altered; the same
high standard of education has been denanded from.surgeon and phy-
sician alike, and, nowaclays, the consultait surgeon takes. in popular
estimation, identically the sane position as does the consultant physi-
cian, even if, in his heart of hearts, and with .an historical memory,.the

physician bmgs the conforting belief tbat he is somewhat the. superior.
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Now the same course of events is in, progress with regard to the den-
tists. Give the dental student the sanie university and general educa-
tion as has the ordinary medical student, make of him a specialist who
lias .had a broad general medical education and, not only will his indi-
vidual capacity be raised and will lie elevate his subjeet into a definite
science> but, coincidently, his position in the community will be im-

proved. It is for us to recognize this general tendency and to afford
to the dental student such an education as shall raise him to a higher,
more self-respecting and more respected status, and this for the benefit
of the community at large as for his own sake. The question is, how
is this to be done?

We have before us already certain examples. In the United States
the tendency has been to establish separate dental faculties and these
bave been established in connection with even the leading.universities
sucli as, for example, Harvard and Pennsylvania. We question whether
this is not on the whole a mistake, and whether it las resulted in rais-
ing the dental students into a riglit position in relation to students in
mediciie in general. As menbers of a separate faculty, even though
for a time taking the same .courses as ordinary medical students, the
dentists have been confirmed as a class apart and vhat, it seems to us,
is more serious, nanaging their own facultios, they have been cut off
from intercourse with and the influence of the leaders in the medical
profession. In the Old Country, if the advance lias been slower, it has,
it seeins to us, been along botter lines. There, nowaclays, the tendency
is to encourage the dental student to obtain a degree in medicine before
lie proceeds to specialize in dentistry. And the results are showing
themselves very markedly in the higler standing taken by the modern
dentist in popular estimation, not to mention _the better and more thor-
oulgh quality of his work.

This, it seeims to us, is the ideal plan. We should do well to demand
this medical education and, on the whole, considering that dentistry is
the one profession nowadays that is not overstocked, the one profession,
we may add, which promises to every competent member an assured
competency, there is no reason why we shoull not make this our ulti-
mate goal. We doubt, however, whether the dental profession is pre-
pared for so big a leap forwards. lu so very many respects Canada
and Canadian methods are intermediate between Great Britain·and the
States, and here also an intermediate course would seem ·advisable, for
the present at least. As far as we can leain, the general impression
of thosé connected. with the medical'faculty and i
strongly against the establishment of a' separate denil. fâculty.
via media would seem to be found in the creation of a dental dppart-
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ment in immediate conneetion with the faculty of medicine, so consti-
' tuted that dentistry should be recognized as a branch of miedicine. In

such a departmîent, those teaching general medical subjects to the dental
students would be combined with the dental specialisis in developing the
curricuun and coutrolling the development of the school.

This intimate relationship would, in itself, tend to raise the standing
nwd the standard of the profession iii this province and throughout the
country. The more progressive and liberal minded anong the students
would be encouraged to take not simply the first two years of, but ther
whole medical course, before specializing in this one branch. Such a
schene, in short, prepares the way for a future when every dentist shall.
like every other specialist in medical subjects, be a full graduate in ned-
icine. It is, we understand. soime such - scheie as this vhich now is
under consideration.

Let us admit that in enunciating this view we may be in advance of
the general trend of professional opinion. We, nevertheless, think that
the more the matter is considered, the surer will become the conviction
that here we have outlined the riglit treatnment of the problem. Are we
justified in regarding dentistry as other than a special, if but limited,
branch of s-urgery? If we are not, then our only right policy is to help
forward the dental profession until it cornes into line.

THE INFECTIVE ELEMENT IN SCARLET FEVER.
The debate upon the signification of the streptococcus so comnonly

found in the throats of scarlet fever patients will be familiar to mnost
of our readers. Certain leading Gernan physicians have concluded
that this organism is the direct cause of the disease, and have ex-
plained thus lic favourable results of the eiploynent of antistrep-
tococcic sera. Upon this Continent the other view has been taken,
namely, that the streptococeus, when present, indicates a secondary
infection and, more particularly, Charlton, here in Montreal, lias laid
down that thus antistreptococcie serum is of use, not in arresting the
disease proper, but in arresting this dangerous secondary infection,
which he regards as the main cause of the glandular abscesses, the
nephritis and other serious losions. The fact that in certain mild
cases no streptococci are to be found, and that in these saine cases
the serum is of no use, seems strongly to support this' view.

Though other bacteria have been brought foriward as the causative
agent, in every case other workers have been unable to confirm the
observations of the original discoverers of such. At a recent meeting
of the Boston Medical Society, Dr. Mallory brought forward evidence
to show that, as a matter of fact, scarlet fever is not a, bacterial disease,
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but is cie t,) a protozoon organism, allied apparontly, to the hauma-
tozoon of malaria, present in the subeutaneous tissues--if the reports
reach us aright. He has discovered not mcrely isolated ameboid indivi-
duals, but lias recognized the process of sporulation and the formation
of rosettes similar to, but larger than, those fornied by the malarial
organism. Dr. Mallory lias achieved the reputation of being so care-
fui a worker and has proved himself, more particularly, so expert in
histological technique and in devising methods of staining, tha.t we are
prepared beforehand to accept any statement made by him in a matter
in which resuilts depend upon exact processes of staining. At the same
time, it would seem that much is still to be done before it can be regarded
as established that the disease is due to a protozoon form; the existence
of the organism bas to be demonstrated, not merely in the skin, but in
the tissues of the throat, and the mode of entry and propagation of
the organism within the body has to be established. Arguing from
analogy, it is doubtful whether we would. bc able to grow thé organism
outside the body, at least in pure culture. Aceptance of these
results will, therefore, depend very largely upon the confirinatory
discovery of the organism by other discoverers in other cases, and the
demonstration that it is not tô be f ound in conditions other than scarlet
fever.

We now know that infection innialaria is brought'about by the inter-
mediation of the mosquito and in these insects only through the growth
in their bodies of a sexual cycle of forms. This very fact brings diffi-
culties in the way of our immediate acceptation of Dr. Mallory's results,
for so far ail the evidence before us points to scarlet fever as a cou-
tagious disease, as one conveyed directly from individual to-individual.
If Dr. Mallory be right, we must, therefore, be prepared to find that
bis organismn, wvhile morphologically similar to that of malaria, lias a
totally different life history.

POISONING BY WOOD ALCOHOL.
Dr. -Buller's .paþer, on Toxie Amblyopia following the use of Wood

Alcohol, which:appears in this issue, is of great econonic importance.
Few persons are- aware of the extent to which niethyl alcohol is em-
ployed as a beverage, nor of the evil effects which may arise from its
use. . Dr. Kerry's remarks after the reading of the .paper before the
Societyeere ,àls6: stggéstiye and instructive, p
tiolis that:the.increase of amblyopia due to the ingetion of-w66d aläo
hol iâ «probably' owing to 'the fact that commercial methylated spirit
contains fifty per cent. of wood spirits instead of ten per cent. a9 for-
merly. It was not unsusual about fifteen years ago to hear of factory-
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hands being intoxicated from drinking methylated spirits, yet cases of
blindness due to this cause were not reported. Whother the ganglion
cells of the retina be the vulnerable point or whether a parenchynatous
neuritis be induced, it seems sufficiently obvious, froi the sudden on-
set, that pyrolyxic spirit acts in these cases as an essential poison to
nerve tissue. It is well known that ordinary alcohol exerts a powerful
and injurions action upon the nerves, and considering the much greater
energy with which the compounds of the first-meinber of the paraffin
series act, the toxicity of the alcohol of this group is not remarkable.
Idiocyncrasy also seems to play an important part in cases of poisoning
by this drug and the relation of the dose of the alcohol with the effect
produced is not at all constant. Probably the condition of the arteries
and the degree of auto-toxmia present play an important part.

At the meeting of the Maritime Medical Association held in St. John,
on the 22nd of July, 1903, Dr. M. E. Armstrong reported a case of death
preceded by blindness arising from the same cause. The amount con-
sumed was about seven ounces diluted with Bay rum, and as soon as
symptoms of blindness supervened, the victim unwisely lad recourse to
the homœopathic procedure of continuing the use of the spirit as a re-
rnedial measure. It is clear that in this substance we have a very dan-
gerous poison, and one that should be surrounded with all the restrictions
that protect common poisons and drugs, and that its sale should be for-
bidden in shops other than qualified drug stores. At the meeting re-
ferred to, a committee was appointed to have such a restriction made,
an example which other associations would do well to follow. Dr. Buller
makes the wise suggestion that the spirit should bear the label-liable
to cause blindness.

The event of the month in Montreal's little world of medicine was
the visit of Dr. Osler, and his appearance before the Medico-Chirurgical
Society to read a paper upon Ancurysm of the Abdominal Aorta. This
condition is not so common as the disorder of Chauvinism, and yet Dr.
Osler deaIt with it in an equally interesting way. Of equal interest was
the evidence of pleasure which the Society gave in meeting one of its
past presidents, and the pretty reminiscences which his visit recalled to
some of the older members. In proposing the usual vote of thanks,
Dr. Shepherd graced the traditional ceremony with many happy refer-
ences; Sir William Hingston drew illustrations from the great store
bouse of his minemory; Dr. F. W. Campbell, who was present with Dr.
Roddick at the second birth of the Society, recalled its early days, and
Dr. Mills ended all very happily in the words of longing: "WTullie, we
hac miss'd ye, sair; will ye no come back again." There is many a true
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word spoken in jest. Dr. Osler, in reply, could not let the occasion pass
without speaking the great word-Professional Charity. All patholo-
gists learn that word early.

The Health Committee is not to be applauded for its display of
wisdom in accepting the offer of a local undertaker for the erection.
of a Morgue, in the face of other proposals which it bad received. The
Montreal General Hospital offered to equip a modern morgue on its
own property. Much of the work in connection wiLh the present
morgue is done in the pathological departient of the hospital, and
the erection of a morgue in so central a position would render it assess-
ible to students of the three universities. In addition to this, no
special grant for carrying on the work was demanded. The Committee
acted with its usual wisdom, and as usual the rightness of its decision
does not appear to the ordinary observer.

Toronto is miking headway with the movement for a municipal
Sanitarium for consumptives. Public meetings are being held, and
the facts are being laid before the people. During the past ten years
in Toronto, 5,280 persons died of tuberculosis; in Canada 8,000 die
every year, and 30,000 are habitually sick of this disease. In Ger-
many there are sixty public sanitaria and twenty-two others in course
of construction, and it is estimated that in eight years 24,000 lives have
been saved. The profession in Toronto have a good case and they
are mnaking the best of it.

Šeutetus ai n tce Cf Wooks

GYN.&COLOGY: A Text-Book for Students and a Guide for Practition-
ers. By WILLIAM R. PRYon, M.D., Professor of Gynecology in the
New York Polyclinie Medical School; Attending Gynocologist,
New York Polyclinie Hospital; Consulting Gynecologist, St. Vin-
cent's Hospital, New York City Hospital, St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
One hundred and sixty-three illustrations in the text. D. Apple-
on and Company, New York and London, 1903.

In this work the author has endeavoured to confine himself strictly
to a description of the diseases of women.and to their treatment,ùonP
operative. as well as operative. t ,is hii öpinion, i -which we-hea+ilj
concur, that works ôn. gynecology are made "too general. and discuss
subjects which properly belong to other departments, notably sûrgery
and pathology." We are accordingly given a thoroughly practical
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gynocological imanual of some 374 pages, in which there is a marked
absence of anatomical and pathological detail.

In the first part, consisting of eigit chapters, after the methods of.
examination have been detailed, the various diseases are discussed under
general headings, such as inflammations, displadements, lacerations, fistu-
l, diseases of the urethra and bladder, tumours, etc., etc. In each
condition the etiology is briefly but suffliciently mentioned, the symp-
toms and diagnosis fully yet concisely set forth, and. the -appropriate
therapeutie and operative measures indicated.

The second part, consisting of fourteen chapters, describes in a clear
and practical ianner, the various gynecological operations, beginning
with the lesser operafions on the cervix and perineui, and going on
to the capital operations on uterus and adnexa. There are also spe-
cial chapters on preparations for operation, post-operative management,
hernia, operations during pregnancy and hSmostasis.

Dr. Pryor does not lack originality, as is cvidenced in his procedure
for the correction of retroversion, in his "cul-de-sac" and iodine treat-
ment of septic endometritis, in his cystoscopic methods and even in his
theories regarding the causation of dysmenorrhoea, displacements of
the uterus and lacerations of the cervix. Throughout the book, more-
over. the writer's strong personality is everywhere apparent. His con-
clusions are based on his own personal experience and his convictions
are voiced with "no uncertain sound." Without hesitation he expresses
"his enthusiasm for silver wire," and his warm belief in the efficacy of
the iodoform gauze pack; or in equally vigorous terms condemns the
expectant treatment of sepsis and the employment of anti-streptococcic
scrum. Though sufflciently conservative to disapprove of hasty operat-
ing for uncomplicated retroversion, and to consider that a pessary may
be of great service in suitable cases, lie is nevertheless so radical that he
advocates the most extensive abdominal operation for cancer of the
uterus, and under "Pelvic Suppuration" gocs so far as to make the state-
ment that "the remnoval of the uterus is indicated whenever both tubes
and ovaries are to be sacrificed."

The illustrations are well executed, suitably chosen, and for the nost
part original. The student and practitioner cannot fail to find the book
of great service, and in it even the experienced gynoecologist may find
food for thought.

INTRAcÇANIAL TumouRs AMONG THE TNsANE. By J. W. BLACKBURN,
M.A.; Pathologist to the Government Hospital for the Insane,
Washington, D.C. Washington Govt. Printing Office, 1903.

This monograph embodies a study of 29 intracranial tumours, found
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in 1,642 autopsies in cases of mental disease. Inasmuch as clinical

histories in such cases are usually so very deficient, the subject is con-
sidered purely from the pathological side; and, as such, the work con-
stitutes a worthy contribution to the literature. To illustrate the
text, iwhich is perhaps more explanatory than critical, there are ap-
pended 30 ,photographs of the gross specimens, and 65 drawings of the
various microscopical pictures, all of which are decidedly well donc.
Of the whole list no less than 17 belonged to the class of growths "com-
monly called endotheliomata," but which Blackburn prefers to call
spindle-celled endothelial sarcomata, "spindle-cells being the predom-
inating type of elements, and the endothelium of the dura mater and

pro.bably the soft membranes being the origin of the growths." The
histogeniesis of these growths is certainly of-ten obscure, and the his-
tological pictures reproduced seem scarcely to justify the new name
which Blackburn proposes. At least they rarely represent the definite
picture one associates with the term " endothelioima," which certainly
arises from the lymphaties of the dura; while they do show the picture
of the ordinary spindle-celled sarcoma, whose origin may be said 'to be
the fibrous tissue of the dura. ,Blackburn finds transitions in the one
growth .from rounded or polygonal cells to spindle-cells; but that the
former are proliferated endothelial cells is not frequently demonstrated.

Five of his list were gliomata, originating in the brain substance.
Blackburn is inclined to view gliomata as conpound tissue tumours,
analogous, histogenetically, to the carcimonata, inasmuch as glia tissue
is now believed to be of ectodermie origin. He would also retain the
tern glio sarcoma; not, however, in its old sense as designating "a
variety of sarcoma or a transition form of growthl? but to indicate
those cases in which one finds a large admixture of round cells sup-
posedly of mesodermie origin. In view of the occasional difficulty
in the histological diagnosis of glioma. it would have been advisable
to mention the staining reactions employed;of special stains, such as
Weigert's and Mallory's, Blackburn says nothing.

A third group contains two sarcomata, one a glio--sarcoma (in Black-
lburn's sense), the other a sniall, round-celled sarcoma. Three tumours
of the collection occupied the pituitary fossa; two were adenomata of
the hypophysis; and one, which was so degenerated that its microscopical
nature could not be made out, was situated in the fossa and had greatly
enlarged it, but did not involve the pituitary gland. Although all
were large and had pressed injiiriously upon structures in the vicinity,
in no case were there found signs of acromegaly, myxodema, or 'allied
conditions.

E. W. A.
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Ax A3[ERICAN TEXT-Boox o SURGERY for Practitioners and Students.
Edited by WILLIM W. KEEN, M.1., LL.D., F.R.C.S., anld J. Wrî.-
LIAm WHITE, M.D., Ph.D. Fourtli edition, Svo., pages 1,363. W.
B. Saunders & Co., Philadelphia, New York, London; Canadian
Agents, J. A. Carveth & Co., Toronto.

The sale of this text-book, nearly 40,000 copies have been disposed of
since the appearance of the first edition, niay be taken as evidence of the
popularity and excellence of the book. The sanie general plan has been
followed as in former editions, but the work as a whole has been re-
vised and many of the chapters have been partially, and some entirely
rewritten. Special mention may be made of the ehapters on Surgical
Bactcriology, Tuniours, the Osseous System, Ortlopa2d ic Surgery. tie
Surgery of the Nerves, the Joints, the 1-Icad, the Abdomen, etc. The
most recent researches on the intestines, on shock and blood pressure,
aneurysmh, renal dccortication,' and neural infiltrations; along with the
treatiient of facial palsy by anastomosis, goitre, hernia, the use of
parafin in nasal deformnities, and the methods of spinal and local anoes-
thesia are all brougit thoroughly up to date.

Five new chapters have been added dealing with Military Surgery,
Naval Surgery, Tropical Surgery, Examination of the Blood, and lui-
munity. Though there was a brief chapter on the Pancreas in the
former edition it has been expanded so greatly in the present as to be
practically a new one.

It is to be regretted that the editors have not dcemed it advisable to
have the various chapters signed. To know who is rsponsible for an
article certainly adds to the interest and impression derived from its
perusal. The entire work does credit to the conception of its editors
and deserves in even a much greater degree the popularity of its pre-
decessors.
T HrE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE; A Text-book for Practitioners and Stu-

dents, with special reference to Diagnosis and Treatment. By
JAMES TYsoN, M.D. Professor of Medicine in the University of
Pennsylvania and Physician to the Hospital of the University, Phy-
sician to the Pennsylvania Hospital. Third Edition, thoroughly
revised and in part rewritten, with 134 illustrations, 1240 pages.
P. Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia.

This well known work requires very little in the way of review. It
is certainly an admirable text-book for the undergraduate and a useful
guide for the general practitioner. It lias an advantage over many
text-books of medicine because of the amount of space allotted to treat-
ment. With regard to diagnosis it eloscly resembles other standard
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works. The method of tabulating symptoms, etc., of one disease. with
another, which somewhat resembles it, is done in many instances and
is a good one for the student.

The historical data, being in smaller type than the other portions of
the work renders the book less bulky, besides separating in a manner,
the less important, though perhaps not less interesting, so that unneces-
sary tinie need not be spent on them.

The temperature charts and other illustrations are well chosen and
instructive. They are, of course, of the typical text-book type, and
students would do well to remember that variations from the normal
type are, perhaps, more the rule than the exception.

The exanthemata are fully described and as one would expect, it
is in these largely that the work differs from the two previous editions.
As our knowledge of these diseases increases, so long will new editions
be necessary to keep up with the times. The newer methods of treat-
ment are fully described, with notes upon their advantages and disad-
vantages.

The 200 pages given up to the nervous system show how mo · nd
more this vast subject is being handled in the general text-books. The'
latest physiology and pathology are given in a concise form, but quite
explicit enough to show along what lines the investigators' of this branch
of Medicine are working.

The table for reducing the metrie system into the English, at the end
of the book, should be found convenient. It is a feature of all three
editions of Tyson's work, and is given because the author -thinks that in
the near future the metric system will become universal.

CLINICAL PATROLOGY oF TIHE BLoOD: a treatise on the general princi-
ples and special applications of HImatology. By JAMEs Ewîxo,
A.1., M.D., Professor of Pathology in Cornell University Medical
College. . Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Lea Brothers &
Co., New York and Philadelphia, 1903.

The first edition of this book was published but two years ago, and
we welcomed it at the time, as adding much to the literature of a sub-
ject which was receiving more and more attention as a helpful factor
in iany obscure cases of diseases other than those of the blood itself.
In the short time that has elapsed since then, the study of the state of
tle blood in pathological conditions gencrally and in the blood diseases
more especially. has added se greatly to the suin .of knowledge/tha ha
niuthor has been forced to enlarge his work considerably, 'evený'thou'gh
he has omitted from the second edition much of what appearedi in the

4
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former edition, namely, detailed reports of cases and theoretical ex-
planations of the pathological conditions.

Among the additions and changes one notes the following: In the
chapter on technique a paragraph has been added on the medico-legal
serum diagnosis of human blood from that of other animals, a descrip-
tion with a wood-cut of Dare's hoemoglobinometer and of the nethod
of performing crioscopy with a description and cut of the crioscope of
Beckmann. To the stains recommended, that of Jenner is added, a
combination of eosin and methylene blue, apparently one of the many
modifications of Romanowsky's stain, and possessing with these, the
advantage of fixing and staining the blood film at the same time. A
description of the apparatus and technique used in obtaining blood for
bacterial examination is a new feature of this chapter.

In the section on Morphology and Physiology of the red cells, the
recent work upon the effect of surgical procedures on the blood is incor-
porated. A plate is given of normal blood stained by the Nocht-
Ronanowsky method in the chapter on The Leucocytes and Leucocytosis,
but it is apparently not referred to in the text, the principal reference
to this methoa of staining being under the heading of Malaria, where
its value in bringing out the minute structure of the malarial parasite
is pointed out. Erhlich's side-chain theories of inimunity are explained
with illustrative woodcuts. The article on pseudoleukoemia has been
rewritten and enlarged to fit the more recent work on the class of dis-
eases included under this heading. Ewing believes that the majority
of cases are of tuberculous origin, but considers that there is positive
evidence that the common pyogenic bacteria and syphilis may also give
rise to a condition wiih similar lesions and history, and. indistinguish-
able froni Iodgkin's disease of tuberculous origin.

Considerable additional work lias been done upon the infectious dis-
cases, but nothing is specially noteworthy. Reference is made to the
discovery in the blood of scarlet fever patients by Class; Kurth, Charlton,
and others of a streptococcus, but the author holds that at present it
is impossible to decide what its relationship is to the disease. ' A couple
of paragraphs are added upon serum-therapy in typhoid fever, and
under Widal reaction, one on paratyphoid strains. " Trypanosomiasis"
with a- cut of trypanosoma gamabiense lias been added to the present
edition.

Taken as a whole the book is a very decided advance upon the first
edition. The four new plates and various other figures added to the
illustrations very materially assist in the understanding of the subject.
One regrets that after the very considerable increase in knowledge in
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blood conditions which the book records, so little of practical value to
the clinician has been found.

THIE 1PRINCIPLEs AND PRACTICE OF HYDROTHERAPY. A guide to the
application of water in disease. iBy SIMos BARUCH, M.D. 2nd
edition, revised and enlarged. William Wood and Company, New
York, 496 pages.

In this work of about five hundred pages an attempt is made, by a
general practitioner, " to discuss water as a remedial agent, precisely as
medicinal remedies are discussed in the text-books on therapeutics."
The object held in view by the author is "to afford information in a
concise and practical form," enabling others to obtain the good results
of hydrotherapy from the simplest methods. With such an object before
him Dr. Baruch deals with the subject from three standpoints, and into
three parts his book may be divided. Iydrotherepy is defined as in-
cluding "the application of water in any form from the solid and fluid
to vapour, from ice to steam, internally and externally."

The first part, consisting of five full chapters, deals with the physio-
logical effects of water, functions of the skin, rationale of action of water
en health, reaction, etc.

The second part, comprising by far the larger portion of the work,
consists of twenty-four chapters on the practice of hydrotherapy and its
application to many diseases , as pneumonia, phthisis, anomia and chio-
rosis, the exanthemata, etc.

The third part is an historical epitome, giving a general view of hy-
drotherapy in the different countries, Germany, Italy, France, England
and America, closing with an appeal-for more attention to the teaching
of this branch in medical schools.

Dr. Baruch's work is a valuable one, and rendered particularly so,
among other reasons, by the fact that high authorities are quoted and
references given throughout its pages. We can strongly recommend it
to practitioners of medicine. W. F. H.

NosE AN]) THROAT WoRK FOR THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER. BY
GEORGE RICHARDS, M.D. Published by International Journal
of Surgery Co., New York. Price, $2.00.

This work is, as the author states in the preface, intended as a
working guide for the practitioner and student, with little experience
in the treatment of these affections, and as an introduction to the
more complete treati.es. Ini this -respct the author.ias cceed
admirably in placing the subject clearly and conéisely' and .;yét ýnithy
sufficient attention to detail that .nothing has been overlooked. *The
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work is entirely the result of the author's own experience, and methods
of diagnosis and treatment arc dealt with as he personally found them
of service, without discussing niaiy mooted points. Such a manner of
thus dealing with the subjects places them in a light readily to be un-
derstood and in a way which the student can best gmsp a thorougily
practical knowledge of what is most useful. Most of the original dia-
grams are well done, but those contributed froi other sources are not
equaly istinot. The publ.ishers otherwise have donc their work well
and taken altogether the work is one highly to be recommended to.
students and beginners in this branch of medicine.

TnANSACTIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION oF AiIERICAN PiiYsrcIANs, Vol. 18.,
Philadelphia, 1903.

The present volume is of particular interest to us in Montreal in that
it contains the papers read at the meeting in which one of our runber,
Dr. Janes SIewart, was President, was in fact, the first Canadian presi-
dent of what is assuredly the most important and influential m-edical
association upon this continent.

It is needless to pass the various communications in review. It is
only necessary to say that the Transactions retain their accustonied high
standard. We know, in fact, of no other society whose transactions
maintain so consistently the same high level. It is not a little interest-
ing to us to sec how fair a proportion of the articles is by those of
Canadian birth. Exclusive of Dr. Stewart's address, of the forty-five
articles, nine are of this order. Dr. Lafleur records a case of gastric
syphilis; Dr. John McCrae gives an analysis of 717 cases of typhoid
fever; Dr. McPhederan records a case of pulsating serous pleural effu-
sion; Dr. McPhederan and Dr. J. J. McKenzie one of massive hmorr-
hagic infaretion of the ng due to pulmonary endarteritis and throm-
bosis; Dr. Osler writes upon chronic cyanosis with polycythoemia, a new
clinical entity, as again upon the visceral manifestations of the erythema
group of skin diseases; Dr. W. G. McCallum on the production of speci-
fie cytolitie sera for the thyroid and parathyroid; and Dr. Lewellyn
Barker affords a description of the brains and spinal cords of two bro-
thers dead of hereditary ataxia

FUNCTIONAL DIAGNOSIS OF KIDNEY DIsEAsE, with Special Reference
to Renal Surgery. By L. CASPER and P. F. RICHTER. Translated
by Bryan and Sanford. Philadelphia, P. Blakiston's Son & Co.,
1903.

This book, already well known in Germany whencc it came,- has been
well translated to supply the demand of the Anierican reader, although
it hais already been well knpwn among surgeons on this side of the
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water. The book deals with the problem of the so-called functional

diagnosis of surgical renal conditions, and the authors hold that the mere

examination of the urine in the ordinary way, even after catheteriza-

tion, is in itself insufficient to determine what they call the sufficiency
of the kidneys. They regard it as essential to calculate in addition the
miolecular concentration of the blood as done by Koranyi, and further,
to determine the amount of renal funetion by estimating the sugar
elimination of each kidney after the injection of phloridzin. The agree-
mient in the results between the estimations of the freezing point and
The sugar elimination after phloridzin is especially valuable. The urine
is collected not necessarily froni both ureters in muost cases, but from
.catheterization of one ureter, and the removal of the urine lying in the
bladder by ordinary catheterization. Numerous cases are cited to prove
ithe importance of their rnethods. The confirmation of their resulits by
others should do much to enhance the appreciation of careful labor-
tory methods for elinical purposes. We can only add that however great
the benefits of these methods may be to the laboratory worker their use
tc the ordinary practical surgeon has scarcely yet been easy of applica-
iton, and one would crave for still more satisfactory methods for es-
timating easily as well as accurately an existing renal insufficiency.

' s DisEAsEs o THE NOSE, PIARYNX AND AR." Br HENRr GRADLE,
M.D. Illustrated. Published by W. B. Saunders & Co., Phila-
delphia and London, 1903.

The author, whose experience in this department of medicine has
extended over a period of twenty-five years, presents, the subjects as
they -have appeared -to him, and in a very acceptable inanner, and
devoid of " padd'ing " so frequently met with. It is not intended as an
encyclopedic treatise and hence lacks the literary and historical com-
pleteness proper to a text-book. The work is divided into two books,
the first, being devoted >to diseases of the nasal passages and pharynx
and tihe second one to -diseases of the ear.

Whilst the work in gencral is fairly complete, one observes with re-
gret lie absence of consideration of discases of the soft palate and
nvula and that the subject of malignant diseases of the naso-
pharynx receives such scant consideration. The second book, dealing
with diseases of the ear is well written and thorough, especially the
operative work upon the mastoid. The diagrams are well executed
and clear; the coloured ,plates, representing conditions. of the ose,
Maso-pharynx and ear are equally.vell ,done. The book will bie found.
a useful guide to those inteiested in these siiljects.
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AUTOINTOXICATIONs. By Pnor. DR. CARL vox NoORDEN and DR.
MonR. E. B. Treat & Co., New York, 1903; 80 pages; 50 cents.

This monograph is the fouruth in the series of Prof. von Noorden's
clinial treatises on the patiology of disorders of metabolism and nu tri-
tion, which are appearing in English under flie editorship of Boardman
Reed. The translation is by Dr. A. C. Croftan and it is well done;
the previous volumes were well done too. Nothing nced be saic about
the advantages of inaking accessible to the English reader the results of
the profound experiments always being conductei in German labora-
tories, or of the pleasure of finding some few facts in the large talk
about these abstruse matters. A summaxry of Dr. von Noorden's views
is: that there are various manifestations of self poisoning, that the acid
poisonings are the gravest form, and that an undcersianding of those
perversions of metabolism, which resuii i the production of oxybutyric
acid. diacetic acid and acetone is of the greatest possible importance.
If Dr. von Noorden does not entirely reinove the obscurity surrounding-
these mysterious processes lie bas donc something to make their mean ing
plain, and not content with that, he has deduced some conclusions as to>
treatment. The stulies as contained in these books are of profound
significance.

A MANUL F TI-IE PRACTICE 0F MEDICINE. By A. A. STEVENs, A.M.,.
M.D., Professor of Pathology in the Woman's Medical College or
Pennsylvania. Sixth Edition, revised, enlarged, and reset. PÎlost
octavo, 556 pages, illustrated. Philadelplhia, New York, London;
W. B. Saunders & Company, 1903. Flexible leather, $2.25 nef.
Canadian agents, J. A. Carveth & Co., 'Toronto.

This is a sound book in sinall compass and quite up to the needs of
the average student. The work has already passed through six edi-
tions and the present one is brought up to October, 1903. Many ar-
ticles, notably those on diseases of the digestive system, diseases of the
myocardium, malaria, diseases of the blood, gout, diseases of the spinal
cord and larynx, have bee.n entirely rewritten.

PRoGRESSIVE MEDICINE, a Quarterly Digest. Edited by HOBART Axonr
HARE, M.D., Vol. IV., December, 1903. Lea Brothers & Co.

The contents of this volume, of 431 pages, are: Diseases of the
digestive tract and allied organs, the liver, pancreas and peritoneuni,
by John C. Hemmeter; Antusthctics, fractures, dislocations, amputa-
tions, surgery of the extremities and ortho.pæedics, by Joseph C. Blood-
good; Genito-urinary diseases, by William T. Belfield; Diseases of lie
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kidneys, by John Rose Bradford; Physiology, by Albert P. Brubaker;
Hiygiene, by Charles Harrington, and Therapeuties, by H. R. M. Landis.
This volume maintains the higli standard established by its predecessors,,
and only requires that attention should b drawn to. its publication.
A book of this kind is indispensable.

SECOND CONGLRESS OF THE FR11ENCH-SPEAKING
PHYSICIANS OF NORTHa AMERICA.

On the Sth December a meeting of the physicians of the district of
Montreal and the Committee of organization of this Congress was held
in Laval University. Dr. A. A. Foucher, President of the Congress,
opcncd the meeting by saying that -this Congress would coincide with
the 25th anniversary of the foundation of 'Laval University inL Mont-
reai, and that it-was meant to have boti the celebration and the con-
gress cone off about the sane time, the chief aim of the meeting being
the nomination of officers. Dr. Lesage, general secretary, gave the names
of tie ofilcers sug'gested in thé several sections and submitted this,
list to the meeting. Thrce general committees were formed: Finance;
Sections Studies, with sub-committees; Organization.

General Officers of the Congress: Dr. A. A. Foucher, Presidelnt. 96
St. Denis Street, Montreal; Dr. Sérapiin Boucheir, Treasurer, 1183 On..
tairio Street, Montreal;· Dr. Albert Lesage, Sceretary, 268 St. Denis
Street, Montreal.

Finance Committee: Dr. E. R. Lachapelle, President; Dr. S.
Boucher. Secretary; Drs. E. G. Asselin, G. E. Baril, Théo. Cypihot, E.
G. Dagenais and L. E. Fortier.

Section of Mledicine:· Dr. J. P. Rottot, Montreal, Honorary Presi-
dent; President (will be namcd by Quebec); Vice-Presidents, H. I er-
vieux, Montreal; E. F. Panneton, Three Rivers; Secretary, Alph. Mer-
cier, 164 Berri Street, Montreal.

Section of Surgery: Honorairy President, Sir Willifn j-ringston,
Montreal; President, Oscar M[ercier, Montreal; Vice-President (named
by Quebec); J. O. Camirand, Sherbrooke; Secretary, Eug. Saint-
.Jacques. 573 Sherbrooke Street, Montreal.

Gynocology: Honorary President, Coyteux-Prévost, Ottawa: Presi-
dent, M' T. Brennan, Montreal; Vice-Presidents (named by United
States); 2nd Vice-President, J. E. Turcotte, St. Hyacinthe; Secretary,
William Jas. Derome, 372 Sherbrooke Street, Montreal.

Obstetrics and Pediatrics: Honorary President, J. B. A. Lamarche,
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Montreal; President (naned by Quebec); Vice-Presidents, E. A. R.
de Cotret, Montreal; I. Cormier, Montreal; Secretary, E. G. Asselin,
481 St. Antoine Street, Montreal.

Legal Medicine, Mental Diseases and· Morbid Anatomy: I-onoorary
President, E. J. Bourque, Longue Pointe; President, Geo. Villeneuve,
Montreal; Vice-Presidents (named by Quebec); E. M. Provost, Sorel;
Secretary, E. P. Chagnon, 119a Laval Ave., Montreal.

Ophtlalmology, Olology, Rhinology: Honorary President, L.
Edouard Desjardins, Montreal; President, Rod. Boulet, Montreal; Vice-
Presidents (naned by Quebec and by United States); Secretary, Henri
Masson-Duhamel, 266 St. Denis Street, Montreal.

Ilygiene and 1'rofessional Interesis: Honorary President, E. P. La-
chapelle, Montreal; President, C. N. Valin, Montreal; Vice-Presidents,
Elz. Pelletier, Montreal; L. J. Sirois, Saint-Ferdinand d'Halifax;
Secretary, Jean P. Décarie, 67d6 Sherbrooke Street, Montroal.

The President suggested, in order to give more tinie to discussion,
lst, That each section furnish a lengthy work on a subject of actual
interest; 2nd, That members intending to read a paper should prepare
it as soon as possible; 3rd, That all such papers be printed previotisly
to the meeting; 4th, That at the Congress. the speaker give but a con-
cise summary and the conclusions of his communication. It was in
the interest of the Congress and the meinbers that all tiose' having
papers to present, notify the secretaries as -soon as possible, giving the
title of their paper.

Quebec has naimed the following officers:
Medicine: Ionorary President, Dr. Brochu; President, Dr. Rousseau;

Joint Secretary, Dr. Jobin.
Surgery: Eonorary President, Dr. Ahearn;, Vice-President, Dr: Art.

Simuard; Joint Secretary, Dr. Daigneault.
Gyloeroloiy: H{oiiorary Presidentr Dr. Grondin; President, Dr. For-

lier; Joint Secretary, Dr. Faucher.
Legal Medicine, Mental Diseases: Hlonorary President, Dr. Marois;

Vice-President, Dr. Belanger; Joint Secretary, Dr. Mayrand.-
Ophthalmology, etc.: B onorary President, Dr. Siinard, Sr.; Vice-

President. Dr. Dussault; Joint Secretary, Dr. Fiset.
.Hygiiene and P>rofessional Interesis: Honorary President, Dr. Catel-

lier; Joint Secretary, Dr. F. X. Dorion.

McGILL UNIVERSITY.
Uhristmas exammnations n tdie dilterent JFaculties commenced on the

14th December. Some of these examinations were final, as (eoinetry
of the first and second years, and Psychology of tie .second year in the
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1r'aculty of Arts, and a.so Mach-ine Design, lathematics and all others
in fLie .Laculty of Appaed ;Science, as' well as several in the Faculty of
Medieme.

.Ln the Paeulty of Arts 25$ was allowed for each paper, and the marks
gauned go to the credit -of the student in the April examination. '.lhe
maximum value of the papers set for this examination was 75%. I.:
t-he .Faculty of Applied Science students who fail in the (hristmas
examinlations are obliged to pass a siipplernental before they can get
eredit for the work in the several subjects of this examination. With
the exception -of two or three papers which were taken by but a few
students, the examinations closed on Friday, the 18th December, when
the Christmas holidays began.

The triennial list of graduates - 'the University has been issued. A
summary of the degrees granted by the University shows that since its
foundation, seventy-five years ago,'the number of students in all facul-
ties, who have graduated, is 4,36G. In the faculty of medicine were
2,679, of whom 1,714 arc living. There were 1,024 Bachelors of Arts,
of whom 938. are living, and 559 graduates in law. The death rate
in the legal profession scems heavier than amongst gradnates in arts,
101 out of .the 559 law gradilates have died. Next to law, in point
of numbers, comes Applied Science, with 521. Of these, 332 graduated
prior to 1899, when the degree given was B.A.Sc. Since that timie this
degree has become obsolete, and in its place is the degree of B.Sc. After
science conies veterinary science with 188 graduates. Among other
obsol etc degrees which have been offered in past years, is that of graduate
in civil engineering. This degree was off ered before the present faculty
of applied science was established. 0f these there were fifteen, cleven
of whom are still living.

Later degrees which have been abandoned are those of master 'of en-
gineering, master of applied science, and doctor of divinity. Since 1844
the D.D. has not been conferred, and there were only two who rceived'
it, both of whom are dead. Divinity degrees are now obtained from
the affiliated theological colleges.

In the last two years some new degrees have replaced these. old ones,
for example, the bachelor of science and master of science in arts.' -The'
distinction between these degrees in the faculties of applied science and
arts is that in arts they are conferred for work in pure science.

McGILL, MEDICAL FA CULTY.
The autumn session of iMcGill Medical Faculty ended on the 18th

December. The Christmas examinations began on the 15th, but the
results are not yet announced. One examinafion paper is appended
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to illustrate the profo-und knowledge that is required of a first ·year's
student

1. Explain and illustrate (1). Potential and Kinetic energy. (2)
Specifie heat. (3) Declination of a compass needle.

2. The volume of gas reads 76.i c.c. at 230 degrees F., and the
barometer reads '50 i.nm. What would be the volume of this, gas at
normal tenperàture and pressurc?

3. Give briefly the laws governing the diffusion of gases and osmosis
of liquids

4. Describe an experiment illustrating the force of the surface ten-
sion of water. What is the relation of surface tension to capillary
attraction?

.5. How much heat would be required to convert 10 lbs. of ice at
8 degrees C. into water at'S degrees C.? What is the mechanical equi-
valent of this ainount of heat?

6. Give the laws of refraction of light. Describe and compare ftle

action of a prism and a biconvex lens on a péncil of liglit. HJlow are
lenses made acroiatic?

7. Compare and illustrate 'the phenomena. of inferferenecof:sound
and light.

S. Describe briefly what occurs when a note s sounded by (a), a
wire ; (b) an' open, organ pipe; (c) a closed organ pipe'; (d) a bell;

(c) the vocal cords.
9. Describe and illustrate -the phenomena of magnetic and electric

induction.
10. Explain the construction and pinciple of the, D'Arsonval. gal-

sonometer.

VETERINATIÏ STUDENTS LAVAL TJNI\VERSIT'Y.

The veterinarv students of Laval University gave a very successful
and enjoyable banquet at flie Place Viger Hotel on the 2nd Deceiber,
presided over by Non. Sidney Fisher. as honorary president, and largely
attended by the veterinary surgeons or the city and the province. J'he
guests nuibered eighty. Anongst those present were remarked Dr.:V.
T. D'Aubigny, director of the Veterinary Faculty; Dr. E. P. Lachapelle,
presidenit of the Veterinary FacLùty; l'Abbé Gustave Bourassa, secre-
tary of Laval University; J. X. Perrault, H. Piché, Dr. Wn. J. Derome,
J. P. H. Lorain, Dr. E. P. Benoit, J. Boyer, Provincial Lecturer on
Agriculture; D. Généreux, Dr. P. T. D'Aubigny.

The students deserve great credit for the manner in which the pro-
gramme was carried out. Hion. Sidney Fisher remarked that it was
the first time ie had been invited by Laval, and, as Minister of Agricul-
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iture, he was proud to say it was by the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine.
Speedles were ma;de by Dr. V. T. D'Aubigny, l'Abbé Bourassa, Dr. E.

P. Lachapelle, Dr. W. J. Derome, Dr. E. P. Benoit and Dr. Boyer.

ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL.

Report for month ending November 30th: Patients admitted, 241;
patients discharged, 207; patients died, 12; Protestants, 141; Roman
Catholies, 90; Jews, 10; medical, 73; surgical, 102; ophthalmological,
19; gynocological, 33; laryngological, 14. Out-Door department: med-
icai, 89; surgica], 374; eye and ear, 329; diseases of women, 15.5; nose
and throat, 281; total 1,949. Ambulance calls, 70.

A report issued by the directors of the Winnipeg Gnceral Hospital
shows that over 3,000 .patients were treated at that inititution during
eleven nonths of 1903. During the same period of 1902 the number
of patients was 2,718.

The annual Ohristmas dinner of the Notre Dame Hospital w'as held
on the 26th December. It was presided over by His Grace Archbishop
Bruchesi and representatives were present froin the governors, ad-
ministrators, doctors, patronesses, benefactors and other friends of the
institution.

Dr. Jules Prevost, of St. -Jerome, died at the Montreal General Hos-
pital on the 7th December, of nephritis and pneumonia, after a few
dlays' illness. The deceased vas the father of Dr. Prevost, Ottawa;.Dr..
Prevosi, of the Provincial Board of I.ealth, and Dr. Henry Prevost, of
St. Jerome.

Dr. M. F. Naney, an old resident of -umbersione, died on the 2nd
December, 'aged 79'years.

etirospect of (!urrent itterature.

SURGERY.
UNÇDER 'THE CHARGE OF GIRORGE E. ARMSTRONG.

ARTHUR~ T.acY CaBOr, A.M., M.D. "Observations on the Effect of
Catheter Drainage on the Function of the Kidneys in Interstitial
Nephritis and Pyelo-Nephritis." Boston 3edical and Surgical
Journal,, November 19, 1903.

This very interesting and suggestive article is termed a study in
pathological physiology, a definition which at first sight may appear
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a contradiction, but which, on reading, impresses one as very aptly
taken. The article deals with the marked beneficial results obtained
by constant drainage in relieving the internal pressure on the kidney
caused by prostatic hypertrophy. The writer holds that the interstitial
changes in the kidney are secondary to the enlargement of the prostate
due directly to the obstruction to the flow of urine, rather than that
the enlargmnent of the prostate and ehanges in the kidncy are manifes-
tations of a general condition. Aecordlingly the treatment is directed
towards relieving the kidneys from internal pressure, due to the back-
fiow of a distended bladder, and in the cases reported consisted in con-
stant drainage by catheter. The writer does not advocate this form of
treatment over operative neasures, but enploys it in very old or broken
patients who are not fit subjects for serious operation, to those who
refuse operation, and in preparing cases for the more serious operative
procedures. The results obtained are decidedly good. ris conclusions
are:

First: "The relief of tension in kidneys that owing to long ob-
struction are exhibiting the clinical phenoniena. of interstitiail nephri tis,
usually brings about a return of normal function. From this, it would
appear the renal condition is directly due to the obstruction and in-
creased tension."

Second: " It seens probable that in cases of dilated ureters, permit-
ting regurgitation of urine from the bladcler bank into the pelves of the
kidneys, a long drainage of the bladder will permit such a shrinkage
of the ureters and ureteral orifices as to restore the normal valvular
action of the ureters and the retro-flow .of, the, urine will thuis be
stopped."

B. B. FOSTER, M.D. "Report of a Needie in the Prostatic Urethra."
Medical Record, Nov. 14, 1903.

With an entire absence of any history bearing upon the cause of
symptons, and evidence of a foreign substance in the deep urethra or
bladder, a perineal lithotomy was performed but nothing abnormal
found. The symptoms disappeared, probably as a result of rest in bed,
but. soon recurred on getting up. Later on a cornbined suprapubie and
perineal lithotomy was done, and the foreign substance found to be
situated at tlie anterior portion of the prostatic urethra, and consisted
of a needle two inches long carrying a double thread about the, same
length. The patient subsequently stated he haç swallowed it over a
year ago. One of the consultants held the view that the patient must
have inserted it into the urethra himself, and the writer leaves the solu-
tion of the problem to his readers. Although the bladder was cut into
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three times the wounds all healed completely and no interference with

the normal functions of the 'bladder resulted.

. F. ]ARBER, M.D., 4A Case of Multiple Lipoma." Brooklyn Medi-
cal Journal, November, 1903.

The tumours numbered 82, and were distributed over both arms and
forearms io the mwists 'and from the waist to the knees. In size they
varied from a cherry to a swelling six inches in diameter. They were
all removed at one sitting, the patient making an uneventful recovery.

B. F. LUND, M.D., " The Treatment of Diffuse Peritonitis." - Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal, Nov. 26, 1903.

By a diffuse peritonitis is meant a rapidly spreading inflammation'
of the peritoneun resulting from a perforation of the appendix or other
viscus in which the pus or fibrin is not walled off by adhesions. A
general peritonitis differs from a diffuse only in extent, not in char-
acter. The writer is strongly opposed to the rest treatment in such
cases and advocates immediate operation. He removes the infecting
focus and then, by copious irrigation with a deci-normal salt solution at
110 F. washes out as m"ob of. the infectious products as possible.

He is opposed fo removal. of the intestines and 'sponging them 'over
as it produces considerable shock and. leaves bleeding surfaces with open
lymphatics to absorb infection. Drainage is secured by gauze in pre-
ference to glass or rubber tube for the reason that the, tube is generally.
found to be filled with coagulated fibrin at the 'end 'of twenty-four'
hours, that the gauze wicks remove by capillarity a large amount .of
luid and that the irritation caused by the gauze favours limiting ad-
hesions. (Our experience has been that drainage by tube is by far the
more efficient, that gauze frequently acts as a plug rather than a drain.)
The head of the bed is raised about one foot to bring gravity into as-
sistance in drainage. In those cases when distension is marked, an
incision is made into the small bowel, contents evacuated as far as pos-
sible, and two ounces of saturated solution of Epsom -salts injected,
the wound being immediately. sutured. Early attempts are made to
move the bowels by salines and various enemata. If distension persists
or inercase a second esterostomy is donc, the edges, of the incision in the
bowel heing sutured to the transversalis fascia and a glass tube inserted
and fixed in place to , secure free vent and allow the paralyzed intestine
to recover. This procedure -proved effective in certain' desperate. casesi
The mortality in cases, due to, a perforative appendicitis was 57; per
cent., a favourable showing -when 'one considers the desperate condition
of such cases.
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V. GREENwooD SUTeLFFE, F.RC.S., Eng. The Operative Treat-
ment of Tubereulous Glands of the Neck." Lancet, Nov. 11,
1903.

As a result of a sonewhat extended experience in such eases Ilte
writer believes the operation should consist of as tlhorough i removal
of glands. and cellular tissue as possible, tIat interference. vitih tle
more important vessels and nerves, especiailly the internal jugular vein
and spinal accessory nerve, shoultL be avoided, ani the incisions so
plannued as to leave as little conspicuous scarring as possible. 'Q
ordinarv cases glands in tlie anterior triangle and undiler the sterno-
mxastoid. advanige is taken of one or other of the two iat.tirai creases
found in nost necks running fron the thyro-hyoid region t below Lte
lobe of the car, and incision made a long tiis crease. For lie more
extensive dissections a longitudinal incision is made frot Lie posterior
Ilimit of the first (transverse) incision dowînwards Lo itmeet lte posterior.
border of the s'terino-ma.tioid about Lte k-vol of te chwiele, and the
triangular flap turned forwards. In ordinary cases the glands are re-
moved en masse, in more extensive cases it is botter Io renove them in
two or more groups. 'lie subelavian gliads are often adherent Lo lic
pleura and adjacent vessels, and in this region it.is better not, to reiove
the capsule but to incise it and shiell out the glands.

KAs. "iimediate Osteoplasty of the Skull iii a Case of: .eIIaid In-
jurv.'. Deut. Zeit. f. Chir. Oct., .1903.

KaIyser report., an interesting case of hncaIl itjury ,resulting from the
kick of a horse.. There vas present, a depressed fracture of tie left
parietal bone, 74 x 5 ci., with J14 ci. depression; both external and
internal tables were spliintered in stellate fashion, and vere broken
loose froni each other; and, although tihere Iwais no hole in the skIll,
about a tablespoonful of crusled brain maLter was found in Lte scalp
wound, cvidencing the elastie back-spring of skiill fragnteais wien
fractured by direct violence. The atutlior's object in reporting the
case is to record wliat le considers as a new itetliod of osteoplaty in
closing the defect resulting froi reinoval of hlie whole of the depressed
bone. This renoval lie ltad considered necessaîry oit acCoint of the
crushing of· brain substance and tearing of tie dura found bencaith it.

iReduced to simple proportions lte metiod ierely consists in re-
placing portions of the renoved internal table, at about right angles
to tlieir forier direction, so that lte ends of these fragients are firmly
fixed into the diploe on eitier side. Concerning lte netlod, the
autior's sumnary is as follows: "''lie fragments of Lte internal table,
in cases of fracture, are especially suitable for closure of a defect in
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the whole radial diaphysis, following an osteonyelitis six months pre-
viously. The sequestrum was renoved, and healthy granulations
sprang up, but there soon developed a narked subluxat-ion of the iand
towards the radial side. To prevent this complication, whichî threat-
ened to leave :the patient wibh a deformed and comnparatively useless
wrist, a stick of ivory was inserted, the sharpened points of whichl were
forced into the radial -epiphysis at eidh.er end. The soft parts were
united over it. Uninterrupted healing. The case, watlhed for over a
year, showed no sigu of sinusformiation.

An interesting point in the case concerns the fate of the arm as
growth proceeds. What will happen on the radial side while the ulna
is growing to adult size? A Röntgen photograph of the case taken a
,year after operation shows quite considerable new formatien of bone,
both from the epiphyseal ends and from remains of the periosteum
covering the former diaphysis.

The subluxation of the wrist was also greatly improved; whiile fune-
tion was perfeot, save for slight restriction of pro. and supination.

The healing in of foreign bodies miust naturaly always remain pro-
blematical, even in aseptie wounds; but the present ease, with many
others to be found in the literature, would ·seem -to bear out Mayo's
remark, that in -tissues not subject to mueh moveient; such as bone or
aponcurosis, such healing in rmay as a, rule be expected, while the
reverse is true of tissues whieh are in constant motion, such as muscle.

UNDER THE CHARGE OF JAMES STEWA T, F. G. FINLEY H. A LAFLEUR AND
W. F. IAMILTON.

HAMILTON GRAHAM LANGWILL, '.D. "Epistaxis at the onset of
Acute Rheumatism." The &bottish Med. and Surgical. Journal,
Nov. 1903.'

Three cases of epistaxis at the onset of acute rheumatism arc de-
scribed. In one case epistaxis occurred at the onset of three separate
attacks. The writer asks whether it is possible that these instances of
epistaxis are, as it were, links to the allied homorrhagic conditions
associated with the rheumatie state described sometimes as purpura
rheunatica, the mucous membrane here being the site of the bleeding
instead of the cutaneous tissues.

CAMPBELL P. HowARD, M.D. "-Pneumococci Arthritis-Report of
Thre Cases. Johns Hopkins Bulletin, Nov. 1903.

Case No. 1 Male, et. 42, with acute lobar pneumonia of mid-
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lobe, acute pericarditis, arthritis of the right shoulder, acute endo-.
carditis, meningitis and arthritis of the right ankle; died on the eleventh
day of the disease. Cultures from the blood and from the fluid as-

pirated from the right ankle and from the endocardium showed typical
pneumococci, lanceolate diplococci.

Case Yo. 2. Male, St. 79 years, lobar pneumonia, arthritis of left
shoulder on tie 7th day; right knee, Sth day; left knee, 9th day. Death
on the 9th day. Smears of purulent fluid from the left shoulder and
right knce showed capsulated diplococci.

Case INo. 3. Female, St. 09 years. Lobar pneumonia, arthritis of right
knee-10lthl day, death. Snears froui mitral valve vegetations and
joint fluid showed presence of typical lanceolate diplococci.

ALEXAXDER W. MAcCor. "A Clinical Study of the use of Antitoxine
Serum (Dunbar's) in Hay Fever." Th1ie NYew York and Phila.
JIed. Journ al, N\ov. 21, 1903.

Additional evidence of the efficacy of Dunbar's treatment of hay
fever is furnished in the report of its use in six of the fifteen, patients
observed by Dr. MacCoy during the season of 1903. It will be remem-
bered that in the July number of this JeunsAL, under the Retrospect
of Medicine, a brief resumé of the discovery of the serum with subse-
quent experiments by Sir Felix Simon was published. The present
communication confirms the results previously obtained and Dr. Mac-
Coy remarks that in the fifteen cases in which he made his clinical ex-
periments the effect was so promptly manifested, the relief so complete
.nd the result so permanent for this season, that it appeared really
iarvellous. His experience confirms the contention of Professor Dun-

bar that cases of hay fever are dependent upon the toxine resident in
various pollens of grasses. The application of the remedy is very sim-
ple. "To the conjunctival mucous membrane one or two drops were
instilled from two to four tinies daily. For the nasal passage froi two
to four drops were dropped into each nostril froui two to six tines a
day."

Dn. DIEFENDOIF. "*Bl,d Changes in Dementia Paraiytica." {The
Amer. Journ. of Med. Science, Dec., 1903.

A careful study of the blood of patients suffering from deinentia-
paralytica, with a review of the more important work done upon the
subject for the last fifty vears, is found in this article. The conclusions
are as follows:-
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Dementia paralytica is accompanied by a moderate and progressive
anSemia involving, especially, the homaglobin and becoming more
marked as the disease progresses.

The terminal state of the disease is accompanied by a rise in the ho-
niaglobin, erythrocytes and a leucocytosis. Paralytic attacks are ac-
companied by a leucoeytosis.

Throughout the disease process there is a pathological increase of
polymorphonuclear leucocytes which reaches its height during the ter-
minal state.

States of paretie excitenient, stupor or quiescence, not terminal, are
not accompanied-by any characteristic blood changes.

The presence of a leucoc-tosis acconpanying the terminal state and
paralytie attack is significant evidence in favour of the toxie origin
of the disease.

TREVELyX, E. F., M.D. "On Tuberculosis of the Nervous System."
The Britisl Medical Journal, Nov. 7, '03.

in The' Bradshaw Lecture Dr. Trevelyan considers this subject under
four heads, drawing from the records of 114 fatal cases. (1) The forns
which tuberculous infection niay assume in the nervous systeni. (2) The
mode of infection of brain and meninges. (3) Some points of diag-
nosis connected with spinal puncture, and (4) the possibility of recov-
ery. "The various forms of tuberculosis of the nervous systen consist
of tuberculosis of the dura mater, tuberculous meningitis in its more
general and linited forins, tuberculous masses in the brain and spinal
cord, and a possible miliary tuberculosis of the brain itself."

The question concerning the possibility of tuberculous meningitis
with the presence of tubercles is briefly discussed. The poisons of the
tubercle bacillus may cause the sérous forni of meningitis in those cases
where tuberculosis is found elsewhere, but upon this point more in-
formation is wanted.

As to the mode of infection it is pointed out that an old focus is
found elsewhere in the great majority of cases and where this was wauting
the notes were incomplete. Ie refers to a case of tuberculous cerebellar
tumour found in an infant 23 days old. The nose and ear and lungs
may be the channels of infection. The joints and bones, the genito-
urinary organs and the lymphatie glands are shown in these cases to
bear important relations to tuberculosis of the nervous system.

What brings about ihe mobilization of the tubercle- bacillus. from
the infecting focus? Among the suggested causes are tuberculin injec-
tions; sexual excitement; operative interference (anesthesia); any in-
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jury and intercurrent diseases as measles or whooping cough. As to the
channel of infection the evidence. is in favour of the blood stream.

The Spinal Fluid.-Of highest importance is the presence of tuber-
cle bacilli and lymphocytes in the deposit, and the results of inoculation
tests. Lumbar puncture is of much importance while the -cyto-diagnosis
is not always correct.

The fourth division of the lecture is of much interest, for a diagnosis
of tuberculous meningitis is tantanount to a fatal prognosis in the
minds of the great majority of clinicians. Nevertheless there are re-
markable recoveries recorded. In tuberculous tumours, according to
Gowers, arrest is not uncommon. What pathological evidence is forth-
coming in favour of this view? In Dr. Trevelyan's case in the Leeds
Infirmary no cases afford pathological evidence for this view. The
literature contains records of not an inconsiderable number of cases of
recovery which Dr. Trevelyan has analyzed. Either anatomical or bac-
teriological evidence in these cases is more or less satisfactory, but
doubtless in some cases incontrovertible evidence is adduced.

TZos. B. FUcIIER, M.B. "The occurrence of Gont in the United
States." The Practitioner, July, 1903.

In the special Gout Number of The Praclitioner several interesting
contributions are published, among which, that of Dr. Futcher is of
particular interest to American physicians. The results of this study
of gout in the United States, are as follows in Dr. Futcher's summary:

1. The apparent infrequency of gout in the United States is due in
large part to failure to recognize the disease.

2. Out of 15,697 medical cases admitted to Dr. Osler's wards at the
Johns Hopkins Hospital during a period of fourteen years, there were
41 cases of gout, or 0.26 per cent. of the total number of med-
ical patients. For the same number of years at St. Bartholomew's Hos-
pital there were 124 cases out of a total of 33,356 niedical admissions,
or 0.37 per cent. of the medical cases.

3. The ratio of admissions of gdut to the two hospitals is respectively
a little greater than as 2 is to 3; or, in other words, the admissions of
gout to a general hospital are a little less than one-third more frequent
in London than in Baltimore.

4. All of the 42 cases were males. ..There was-,only: one; toloured;
patient. int the series. - The ýgo r. e a 1. rs..1.es .*.'relati
muty ajainst"the.disease' 'Thé. largest nùmber: of 'ses,1, erd,
in the fifth decade. Of. especial interèst' is the fact that 32of the
patients tvere native-born. Americans.

5. The majority of cases appear to have earned rather than inherited
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their gout. Alcohol and lead seemed to be the niost potent otiological
factors.

6. Thirv-nine of the 42 cases had reached the chronie stage before
ihev came under observation. In 19 of the cases tophi were present.

7. Among the most interesting complications nay'be mentioned four
cases of gouty bursitis, one of parotitis, one of pericarditis, one of
retrocedent gout with svmptoms sinulating intestinal obstruction.

8. There was evidence of disease of the kidneys in the majority of
cases. Albuninuria occurred in 32, and hyaline or grantilar casts in 26
instances. • '

9. Arterio-sclerosis of varying .degrees was present in 29 cases, and
a mitral systolic murmur in 8 cases.

10. The difficulty in diitereniating the disease from rheumatisu was
illustrated by the fact that four of the cases were repeatedly diagnÂosed
as the latter in their early admissions to the hospital, the appearance of
tophi later revealing the truc nature of the disease.

11. The scries illustrates the -great importance of examining the ears
and the vicinity of the joints for the presence of tophi in ail cases of
multiple arthritis of doubtful origin.

RHINOLOGY AND LAiRYNOOLOGY.
UNDER THE 'CHRGE oF H. S. BIRICETT.

Sm Fii x S O.V.O, M.D. "The operative treatment of malig-
iiiiiit diseases of tc ]ia.rY Jour. of Lar.Uo1ogy, Rhinoloqy anJ
Olology, September, 1903.

This thoroughly classical article was read by the author at the recent
meeting of the British Medical Association as part of a discussion on
this interesting subject. The first part of the paper deals with the
history of radical operations for malignant diseases of the larynx, begin-
ning with total extirpation, then the less formidable procedure of
thyrotomy giving the results obtained by each of these measures.
Upon the statistical side of the question the author expresses hims.:lf
in no uncertain way when he says that it has done more hari than
good in this particular question. Whilst a convinced adheront of this
statistical method, ho is at the saine tine fully conscious that it is a
double-edged weapon, and that by putting lthe question at issue wrong-
ly, or by employing statistical material without close scrutiny, nost
fallacious results might be obtain ed. It is not difficult to prove this
with special reference to our subject. Statistics might be employed
to show broadly the general results so far obtilined by a particiilar
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operation by simply grouping all the cases together that have ever been

operated upon by that method. There is not a word to be said against

this, so long as there is only the question of satisfying the reader's
curiosity as to the cures and results obtained; but when it is desired to
decide Ihe valve of a particular form of operatioin nothing would be
-more misleading than to simply keep to<gether all such operations, cver
performed at any time, and by anybody, and to draw conclusions from
lie bare result of such an indiscriminate array of cases as to the real
ellicacy of that operation..

Another drawback to statistics is that no general princples are
agreed upon, according to which they ought to be prepared. Thus the
views of another who has given us statistics on the question differ as
to the period when the patient smay be looked upon as " cured " after
the operation, some demanding a period of three years, others of two,
whilst the author, froin a large experience, is convinced that unless
recurrence takes place within one year from the operation, the word
curean safely be employed.

The author also considers the five different operative methods of deal-
ing with malignant diseases of the larynx:

1. Intralaryngeal inethod. The author expresses his grave doubts as
to the rationale of this form of operation and believes that, with some
extremely rare exception, it is absolutely unsuitable for radical extirpa-
tior. and that its employment is diametrically opposed to, and irrecon-
ÉMahle with, the principle which is universally acknowledged -as the
guiding one in dealing with malignant growths in other parts of the
body.

2. Thyrotoiy. To the author and Butlin is due the credit of having
re-established this operation and of making it "perfectly ideal." The
author's remarks are thorhrfore from his vast experience ez cathedrâ..
Ih11is operation is indicated in all cases of intrinsic malignam

the larynx in which the diagnosis is made at a time when the disease is
mot too extensive nor apparently too deeply infiltrating.

In order to obtain satisfactory resulis the following conditions are
abs)oltielv essential:

1. The operation must be restricted to early stages of intrinsic malig-
rnant disease..

2. For ihis purpose an early diagnosis is indispensible.
3. The operation when performed must be thorough--i.c., no senti-

Mefntal considerations concerning the amount of vocal power to be re-
tained by the patient nust interfere with the imperative necessity of
removing a sufficient area of healthy tissue round the growth in all direc-
tions. A violation of this rule in a single part of the periphary of the
new growth may frustrate the èntire purpose of the operation.
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4. Should it be found, after opening the. larynx, that the disease is
more advanced than it appeared from laryngoscopie. examiriation it is
the duty of the operator not to limit his interference to the operation
originally contemplated, but to perforn partial laryngotomy; or, indeed,
any other operation, the necessity of which niiay: becómeô apparent when
the extent and depth of the infiltration of the new growth has been de-
finitely ascertained.

The technique of the operation is fully described in the Lancet in
1894, to which we refer our readers.

3. Partial extirpation of the larynx: By partial extirpation the au-
thor means an operation in whicli no less than one entire wing of the
thyroid cartilage, and possibly additionally an arytenoid and parts of
the cricoid cartilage are removed. The author is, however, convinced
that partial extirpation of the larynx will come, to be more rarely per-
formed in proportion to the diagnosis of malignant diseases being ara
rived at more and more early.

4. Total cxiirpatioa of the larynx: On this subject the author has
been grossly misrepresented as being an avowed opponent of total laryn-
gectomy, and states that whilst he is not over enthusiastic he has never
denied and does not deny that in cases in which the disease begins in a
situation which, a priori, renders it impossible to eradicate it by less
heroie neans such as on the posterior wall or on the oesophageal aspect
of the larynx or when it has not been sufficiently early recognized and
allowed to grow beyond the limits of thyrectomy or partial extirpation,
its performance may become unavoidable to save the patient's life.

5. &ulbhyoid plaryn.gotony: This operation is suitable for cases in
which the disease starts from the epiglottis or- from the aryteno-
epiglottidean fold and its technique is an easy one, whilst it affords-
good view of the field of operation.

6. Palliative tracheotomy: This operation ought only to come into
question when either the disease has started in a locality in which no-
thing short of total extirpation could come into play, and when the pa-
tient declines to submit to that operation, or when the discase, although
starting in a more favourable locality from the milder forms of operation
has unfortunately not been recognized early enough to allow of the
milder forms of radical operation.

The author concludes with a statement that operative treatment of a
malignant disease of the larynx, if pursued on the lines which are at
present generally followed by British observers, witl quite the more satis-
factory results, the sooner the diagnosis is made, and the earlier and
more thoroughly operation is carried out.

The reviewer had the pleasure of hearing this address delivered in
extenso, and would strongly advise those interestedl in the subject to
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read it in detail, as it stands as one of the 'most lucid and classical ad-
dresses on the subject extant.

DfEMmE (BERLIN). "Anomalies of the blood-vessels in the Pharyngeal
region." Archives of Otology, Vol. XXXI., No. I.

The author has examiùed about three hundred pharynges and has
collected clinical observations. The occurrence of pharyngeal hemor-
rhage after operation depends on superficial position of the vessels. Clin-
ically their position can be observed by visible pulsations. It is possible
to distinguish between the pulsations and the abnormally distinctly vis-
ible blood-vessels of aneurysmal bulbous, or cavernous vessels and pulsat-
ing angiomas. The position in the pharynx where those changes are
t.pt to occur are as follows:

1. Posterio prharynx, which includes the posterior and lateral pharyn-
goal walls.

2. The tonsilar region. In the posterior pharynx the internal carotid
artery alone is of importance. The various forms of loops are described
in this region.

They are of no clinical importance, and, as they are visible, can easily
be avoided.

The deaths after adenoid operation from fatal hæmorrhage were pro-
bably the result of injury to those variations in the carotid.

Aneurysmal changes of the carotid at the posterior pharyngeal wall
and angiomas connected with the carotid occur very rarely in this region.
As regards the tonsilar region the author considers it incredible that
such smnall arteries as the tonsilar and palatal can produce the terribie
and fatal homorrhages which have been observed after injuries to the
tonsils. Numerous examples have convincecd the author that the arch
elOscribed by the lingual artery over the stylo-glossus causes the pulsa-

tion of the tonsil. These pulsations are still larger if the lingual and
naxillary arteries have a common origin.

Regarding post operative homorrhage, it is especially important that
if the lingual artery describes a particularly pronounced arch the tonsilar
and palatal arteries are apt to originate from the crest of this arch and
they then have a large lumen. Dilatation of the vessels appears in
this region only, in connection with angioid tumours. The tumours are
of great malignancy and not very rare.

TREITEL (Berlin). "Pharyngitis and laryngitis due to influenza."
A rchiv. für Laryngologic und Rhinologie. Band. xiii., vol. I.

The following is a brief outline of a very interesting paper in which
the author describes his own observations and those of others of objective
symnptomis met with in influenza involving the respiratory tract.
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In most of the cases of influenza the catarrhal symptoms appeared in
the upper part of the respiratory tract.

Curschmann found that in 81 per cent. of the cases of influenza the
nose and bronchii were affected, whilst about 5 per cent. produced ton-
sillitis and laryngitis. The cases of tonsillitis frequently proceeded to
phlegmon and odema of the glottis, whilst Kronenberg met with cases
in:which hannorrhages were of frequent occurrence.

The most frequent accompanying symptom or sequela was neuralgia
of the nasal and frontal regions, whilst paralysis of the muscles of tie
soft palate and larynx were met with. Of the intrinsie muscles those
most frequently attacked were the thyro-arytenoidei.

Fraenkel observed cighteen such cases out of thirty-threc due to influ-
enza. A characteristic of this form of inflammation is the length of
time which the catarrhal symptoms last.

Fraenkel has drawn attention to the most frequent objective laryngeal
symptoms, namely, a superficial uleeration involving the middle portion
of the true vocal cords. These ulcerations are of a greyish colour, with
the surrounding mucous membrane deeply injected and swollen; they
begin apparently as infiltrations of the mucous membrane, and after
several weeks break down, leaving a superficial ulceration as above de-
scribed. Fraenkel believes these infiltrations to be definitely fibrinous,
and observed them in 50 per cent. of cases of influenzal laryngitis. He
also noted the persistency of the laryngitis in these cases.

Ruliemann noted that in cases of influenza involving the pharynx the
nervous symptoms predominated. Landgraf reported a rather singular
objective symptom in one case in which the mucous membrane of the
hard palate showed an intense hyperemia with whitish coloured epithe-
lial infiltrations. The affection was so painful as to make mastication
and. deglutition almost impossible; similar objective symptonis also made
their appearance in the pharyx later on.

Solis Cohen lias observec a pseudo-membranous exudation on the
tonsils, soft palate, larynx and tongue. The cbief characteristie of this
condition is its colour, which is opaque. This opaque colour is often
equally distributed over the whole of the superficial part of the tongue
and sometimes it is observed in the middle and root of the tongue only,
whereas the tip is covered with isolated rounded or oval spots.

In a later epidemie Engeliiann observed a ~diphtheritic deposit on the
pharynx and tonsils, and was able, in a number of such cases, to demon-
strate the presence of Pfeiffer's bacillus of influenza.

The author briefly describes a case of his own in which the superficial
ulceration present resembled mucous plaques, but the demonstration of
Pfeiffer's bacillus proved the case to be of influenzal origin.
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Fif iIeeting, December 3rd, 1903.

. In. Hl. B. SMALL, PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.
Dn. WEBSTER presCnted a case report. with specimens of cancer of

the uterus. This was a case in which a tiimely diagnosis had been
made, out operation was relused until the condition instead of involv-,
ing only the cervix had extended throughout the whole organ.

Dn. DEwAn showed a specimen of tubal pregnancy and Din. P]hEVOST
exhibited a large -enterolith, together with ,portions of the ileum, co-
cîum and the appendix.

Din. ECHLIN showed the post mortem specimens from a case of carci-
iaona of the stomach with very extensive netastases in the liver, lungs
aud kidney.

A case report of Hernia of the Appendix and a small portion of the
coecium coiplicated by obstruction and sloughing of the parts involved
was; read by Dr. Dewar.

The paper of the evening, entitled " Tumours of the Right Iliac
Fossa," was read by Dr. L. C. Prevost.

Sixlh 3lceling, December 171t, 1903.
A comniitiee wvas appointed to make further investigation in, regard

to the proposed alterations in the Municipal Act, at present in Commit-
'ee of the Legislature of Ontario, by which physicians are assessed.
The comnuiee was instructed to draft and secure signatures' to a
petition in protest against the proposal.

Dit. A. S. McELROY exhibited a large Enterolith from a fatal case'
of general peritonitis. and Din. M. 0. KToTz showed a renal calculus
from a case in which the symptoms were precipitated by a kick in the
groin.

In discussion of Dr. McElrov's case. Dr. Webster gave the reports
of two cases of General Peritonitis arising froni the appendix. They
were admitted to the Protestant General Hospital during the same
week. The one ended fatally soon after. admission. the other was
operated upon: the latter patient was discharged 38 days after admis-
Sion. with all sinuses elosed. 'Drainage by tubes was ned in both
loins and on either side of the abdomen with thorough fliing with
saline.

A discussion on Tuberculous peritonitis was opened by ) T. L
Bradley. He took up the etiology and pathology of the coi..;kons-
and said, Tuberculosis was essentially a local disease, and offen sp-ead
biut slowly by direct extension; but if the bacilli gained access to tbe
lymphatics or blood vessels. it might be rapidly and widely disseniin-
ated-.even generalized. In the first case there was a decided tendency
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to the setting up of a conservative fibrosis, which might lead to "cure";
but, as a rule. in "cured" tubercles, the bacilli were not dead, but
quiescent. The different types which the discase assuned were consi-
dered: Acute Miliary with serous or sero-sanguinous exudation; Chronie
Caseous or ulecrating, usual with purulent or sero-purulent
exudation; Chronic Fibrous. The origin, was, as a rule, secondary ta
tuberculous conditions elsewhere. . A primary tuberculous peritonitis
was certainly rare. Localization was inost frequent in the pelvis, and
this localization might be maintained by adhesions; but localization was
possible in any part of the abdominal cavity, depending largely on the

primary site of infection.
DR. M. O. KLOTZ took up the Syimptomnatology and Diagnosis. He

outlined the usual symptoms of the more rare acute and subacute forms,
and of the more frequent chronie form, whether of the dry or adhesive
type, or of the type characterized by effusion, gencral or localized,
purulent or serous. As regards Diag/nosis, lie urged that "in view of
the- excellent results that have been obtained by simple laparotomny
in selected cases, it is of the utmost importance that an early diagnosis
be nade." The value of such diagnostic measures as the injection
of Inherculin, Wida's test and the lncocylic blood couni, was spoken of.
The frequency or evidence of tuberculosis in other regions of the body,
to which the peritoneal tuberculosis is secondary was also mentioned.
The points of differentiation from Typhoid fever, Ovarian Cyst, and
Cirrhosis of the Liver were taken up more in detail,.whilst diagnostic
features of cancerous growths and other conditions were inerely out-

Dlined.
Dn. WEBSTEn poke on the treatnent te Tuberculous Peritonitis,

taking it up, mainly, fron a surgical aspect. He rocalled the first re-
corded case of improvement attributed to simple laparotony, that of
Sir Spencer Wells, in 1862. .The operationwvas first systematized by
König, in 1884. He also published further results. in 1889, estima>ting
that out.of 131 cases, 74 were quite cured at the end of two years after
operation. Adlebert's results, published' in 1892, were not. so favour-
able. In 308 cases, 26.17 per cent. were in good health at the end
of two years.

The consensus of opinion at present was in favour of laparotomy
in all cases except those of the adhesive variety, and there ailso operation
was advisable when obstructive symptoms occurred. In all, especial
care was necessary in order to avoid the production of local injury,
owing to the great liability of foecal fistula. Consequently, only the
less iirm adhesions were separatted and the primary focus, when abdoni-
inal, was excised only when easy of access. Drainage wmas to be avoided,
except when there was pus. The most favourable were afebrile cases,
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without much wasting or anSmia, especially where the fluid.was serous.
In these the very best results followed simple incision, sponging and
washing out of the cavity.

Three cases were cited in illustration by Dr. Webster. In the first
a vaginal drainage for a supposed pelvic abscess was follôwed by the
development of a focal fistula. After the healiiig of this -and the
rallying of the patient, a laparotomy was undertaken in order to eva-
cuate a collection of pus in the upper part of the right iliac fossa. The
condition found was one of tuberculous peritonitis with extensive and
dense adhesions-so much so that removal of the primary focus, the
tubes, was quite inpossible.

On the other hand, a case of complete cure was cited; in this there
was a large collection in the lower abdomen, closely resembling an
ovarian cyst, in a woman of 40 years. This was opened and drained.
The patient left the hospital with a drainage tube sinus. One year
after, she returned for closure of the sinus.. On opening the abdomen
one tuberculous mass was visible. This was excised, the wound healed
and two years after the first operation the patient was alive and well.

In the third case, a cure was quite unlooked for. This' was the
case of a young man, 22 years old. Two large collections of pus were
opened and.in both openings foeal fistule developed. The patient,
went down hill rapidly and death seemed imminent. He was taken
home but soon after rallied, the fistulS eventually closed and to-day he
was quite well.

The further discussion was continued by DR. HIGGINS, of th3 Dac-
teriological Laboratory of the Department of Agriculture. He exhib-
ited a spicimen of a portion of the intestine of a guinea pig. The
specimen showed tuberculous ulceration. due to infection by ingestion
of milk from a tuberculous cow. He cited experimental research, which
showed the entrance of tubercle bacilli into the lymphatic s.paces
ofe the intestine of a guinea pig without there being any lesion of the
mucosa or submucosa. He considered the tubercle bacillus as found in
bovine and human tuberculosis to be one and the same bacillus. The
apparent difference was due to the inequality of temperature in the two
hosts. He also cited experiments showing the beneficial infiunée of
hig frequency currents upon guinea pigs suffering from tuberculosis.

Da. L. C. PJREVosT cited cases of tuberculous peritonitis in which
all. symptoms were latent, and consultation was souglit merely for the
unnaturai enlargement of the abdomen.

DÉ. CHABOT spoke on the difficulty in diagnosing some cases of
Tuberculosis, Ovarian Cyst -and Ascites due -to Ciri-hosis or other cause.-
He approved of laparotomy in the adult, but thought that, as .arule,
more could be accomplished in children by tonics and hygienic measures.
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Mlleeiing, November 251h, 1903.
" Interstitlil injections of Paraffine, for correcting certain Deform-

ities," was the title of a paper read before the meeting, by Dr. A. A.
FoUCHER. laving recalled that this operation is of recent date, hardly
four years, he suimarized the various phases this method underwent,
beginning with Gersung in 1899 up to the present date, and the nu-
nerous deformities that have been treated by the process.

This method has been resorted to in ocular prosthesis for the support
of artificial eyes; for restoring sunken cicatrices, no matter wliere
situated; in atrophic coryza; for the cure of varices; external nasal
deformities; for niaintaining mobility in articulation after resection,
etc.

The substance first used for the injection was vaseline, nut ns feeble
consistence allowed it to diffuse very easily through the tissues and
histological examinations demonstrated a commuencing absorption of the
vaseline. A few cases of pulinonary-embolisn occurred, and if the
operation has regained favour it is owing to vaseline having been
replaced by a sinilar substance, more solid and not so easily absorbed
or diffused-paraffine, according to Eckstein's formula, a solid, homo-
genous, whitish, seini-transparent substance, melting at about 65°
cent. This paraffine is injected, by means of a syringe with metallie
piston. If the ordinary antiseptic precautions be observed, and if
the injection be made only within the proper limits, the results are
excellent and permanent, and the tissue reaction is almost nil; it is
coinpletely absent if the quantity injected is not too large.

Dr. Foucher reported two cases recently operated upon by'him, both
cases being nasal deformities. Photographs taken before and after
treatment and enlarged by the magic lantern showed the details of the
deformity and the nerfect correction obtained through paraffine injec-
tions.

DR. FRANCOIS DE MARTIGNY. "Clinical Observation and the Patho-
logical specinen of a case of Ovarian Pregnancy." On the specimen
could be seen the insertion of the placenta on the ovary, and one could
aiso see that the sacculated membrane was in perfect continuity with
the albiginea. This was the seventh case of ovarian pregnancy recorded
up to the present day; the six others being those of Patenko, Mouratoff,
Saenger, Makeroat, Larsen and Chrobak.

The history of the patient reads as follows: . Married woman, aged
26, had two normal pregnancies, no miscarriages; last October menses
were ten iays bite. followed with the expulsion of clots and considerable
flooding Of daikish fluid. After thîis »period, pain was experiencèd in
the rigit illiac fossa, aid pain has so increased -that an operation was
performed on the 37th November.
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DR. O. F. MERCIER closed the meeting by reading the clinical ob-
servation of a case of Empyema having spontaneously opened exter-
iorly and in the stomach. A wide opening of the external fistula was
practised and resection of a rib was made. Through this opening
draining tubes wvere introduced-and food taken by the mouth was no-
ticed to flow out from the tubes. It was first thought there was a
communication with the osophagus, but a chemical examination of the
secretion demonstrated the presence of gastric juice.

DR. LAcAVALIER in discussing the case thought it was more likely a
case of pneumococci infection rather than a case of empyema. The
same opinion was shared by several other members. A few abstained
from making any remarks as the history of the case was too obscure.

Mleeting December 151k, 1903.

THE PRESIDENT, DR. VALIN, Ix TH1E CHAIR.

Di. WiLttAM JAMEs DERoME read a paper on "Perforations visi-
crales traumatiques et spontanées" containing five observations, three
of which concerned perforations of the intestines and the stomach, the
latter a traumatic perforation, not operated upon and followed by
death, and two pathological perforations of the duodeum and the com-
mon biliary duct, both operated upon and recovered.

The last case he thought unique in medical literature - that of a
spontaneous rupture into the abdomen of the common biliary duct,
caused by gall-stones, and flowing of the abdominal cavity with gall.
In all the cases a diagnosis of rupture or perforation was made previous
Io the operation or the post mortem examination.

DR. DEROME was called in consultation to see this patient and diag-
nosed gall-stones rupture of the biliary ducts and perhaps appendicitis.
This patient not being able to pay for a private ward, Dr. Derome had
her enter the public wards of the Notre Dame Hospital where she was
scen and operated upon by Dr. O. F. 'Mercier.

DR. O. i'. 31ERCIER admitted 'having a difference of opinion with Dr.
Derome, and operated for apendicitis; appendix upon inspectaon seemed
'sound, but bile tiowed freely from -the cavity. A second incmion was
made higher up and a rupture -of the common duet was immediately
seen buried in a thick fibrinous exudate. The gall-bladder was stitched
to the abdominal walls and opened and a glass tube nserted close to
the site of the perforation to insure dramage. Since operation 39 gall-
8tones -have been passed and the patient made an uninterrupted re-
Coverv.

DR FRS.ý':DE ARTIGXY-con ratuated r.'Deroneuppn his diacnosis
and- a'ging the patient to'enter the "hospitfl. This, liè fhoùght. was
indeed a very rare case, perhaps unique. Dr. de .Aàtigny then réalled
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what he -had stated et a prevous meeting concernlng systematic abs-
tention versus immediate itervention, giving preference to the latter.

This clinical observation was a striking illustration of the advantage
of an early and positive diagnosis in such lesions and of an inunediate
operation. No delay should be suffered if patients were to be given
any chance of recovery. A great responsib1li.ty feil to the lot of clini-

cians in surgery to instruet students how to diagnose such cases and
call upon a surgeon as soon as possible after the lesion was dia.gnosed.
It pertains to the surgeon to apply the principles of medicine and reason
them out, for, medicine was the basis of surgery, a physician might
ignore surgery, but a surgeon must not ignore medicine.

Dr. J. E. DUBE presented an interesting communication on «Asysto-
lic Cardiaque et son traitement." 1-aving reviewed the various symp-
toms of the disease, the question of treatient was taken up and con-
sidered as to hygiene, diet and drugs.

DRS. ALPH. MERCIER, LESAGE and VALUN montioned the importance
of condenning the use of salt in the diet of such patients, in accord-
ance with experiments lately carried out by Vidal.

DR. A. A. FoucnEn read a letter froin a country physician who had
consultedI him about a case of Rheuniatie Iritis. Dr. Foucher who had
just been reading Dr. Bouchard's communication to the Congress of
Cairo, on the efficiency of injections of drugs in siin mali, had advised
hypodermie injections of sodium salicylate in the region of the temple.
The patient had already been taking the drug for several days, along
with the ordinary local treatment, but without results, when local in-
jections were resorted to. After the first injection, pain was greatly
relieved and in two or three days all trouble was over. A second
attack was stopped at the onset by the same treatment, the first injec-
tion having quieted all pain.

MONTREAL MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

Fifikt M1ieeting, December 41, 1903.

H. S. BIRKETT, REsIDENT, IN THE CHAIR.

DlY..J. M. ELDEI read a case report upon sacoma of the small in-
testine. He exhibited the specimen and presented the patient from
whomn the tunour had been removed.

Dn. LAPTrnonX SMtITH taking Up the discussion urged the early re-
moval of all abdominal tumours. He laid it down as a rule that free
fluid in the.abdomen was suggestive of malignancy and that the glands
were rareiy involved in cases of- sarcoma. He, noted that. a large .num-
ber of conditions simulated appendicitis and deprecated the medical
treatment of the affection.
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Du. C. B. KEENAN urged carefulness in diagnosing previous attacks

of appendicitis, when one found the appendix adherent, as adhesions

night forin without symptoms. He also reminded the meeting that
recurrence after removal of sarcoma might be delayed for five years.

Du. FraN.K BULLER read a paper upon blindness caused by wood al-

cohol. The communication appears in the present issue of the

JouNUAL.

Du. E. A. MATTHEwSON in opening the discussion recalled cases of

blindness occurring from the vapour of the alcohol alone, in painters
and others who were obliged to handle the spirit.

Du. KEnRY believed the increase of cases arose from the fact that the
niount of methyl alcohol present was much larger than formerly, hav-

ing risen from ten to fifty per cent.
Du. RIDLEY MACKENZIE agreed with Dr. Kerry's explanation, and

referred to two cases, which occurred some years ago, in which habitual
exhiliration was maintained by the use of wood alcohol without im-
pairment of vision.

Di. G. GoBDoX CAMPBELL referred to an analvs of an alcohol made,
by Professor Lawson, of Halifax, which was alleged to have been dis-
tilled from woods. It was found to be composed of ethyl alcohol quali-
fied with fish-oil and passed off as methyl alcohol to secure the lower
rate of excise duty. This. he thought, explained the absence of ill
effects froni its use.

Sixth Meeting, December: 291t, 1903.

'H. S. BIBEETT, PRESIDENT, IX THE CH m.

The President presented Dr. Osler, who was to read a paper befora
the Society, in brief words. and said that he was amongst bis friends and
required no formal introduction.

Dr. Osler. after expressing the pleasure he felt in being again with
the niembers, presented a paper upon Aneurysm of the Abdominal
Aorta, and said he chose that subject as being one upon which he had
recently been working and, therefore. freshest in his mind. He began
by recalling the fact that Vesalius had diagnosed the condition clinically
a hundred vears before it was demonstrated by post mortem examination.
He reviewed the cases which had occurred in St. Bartholomew's hospital
during a long series of years, as recorded by Brvant. and then considered
in detail those cases which had fallen under his own observation.

Dealing with the diagnosis. he laid it down as a principle, that one
must be actually able to grasp the tunour. as such conditions as hysteria
and anoenia mighit readilv simulate aneurvsm. Not all conditions which
were çdgnoéd, as, aieudsn were in reality so.. One of tie;on t
error-s, he said, was to mistake a throbbing sora for aneurysni'but no
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ptilsation, however forcible. no thrill, however well narked, justified the
diagniosis, unless ihere was a definite tumour, which could be grasp l
and lad an expansile pulsation. H1e referred, as a source of error, to
the " preternatural pulsation in the epigastrium," as described by Allan
Burns, which was met in many neurasthenic conditions, especially in
womiein.

The main causes of Abdominal Aneurysm as of other forms vere
syphilis and strain; it was a cundition of early adult life; and the cases
were assigned to the proper dtecaides in denionstration of that fact.

The two main symptoims associated withi the condition were those of

pressure and of pain. The pressure mîight be upon the vessels leading
to tie low-er extremiities with corresponding results, even leadinfg te
gaing*enie, or ipon the spinal colimun, with or without erosion of the
bone. 'lie pain was agonizing, and the lecturer described, in vivid
termîw, tlie devices to which the patients would resort for its amelioration.
.Another coiînmon and early symptoi was vomiting, and cases were cited
in support of that fact. Tet another sign was "intermittent claudica-
tion," tcnporary laneness or loss of power in the nuscles.of the lower
extreînity.

The usual issue of the condition was rupture, and cases were cited
to show that it night occur into the duodenum, the transverse colon,
tie pleura or into the retroperitoneal tissues. Another result was em-
bolisni of the superior mesenteric artery with infarets of the intestines.

Tle prospect of benefit fi-oui treatnent aî not good. yet they should
have resort to any ineasures, which night promise succoss. Dr. Osler
had niot seen any' special results fron the usual imedicinal remedies, and
he advised seeking tlie assistance of the s'rgeon. lie had some exper-
ience with the injection of gelatin, whilist the patient was at rest in bcd,
but he had seen the best results from the introduction of. wire into the
cavity. Tndeed, several cases to wlich he referred had been distinctly
bencfited by that procedure. The operation was harmless and easily
performed, it could be donc with a local anaesthetic,, and he had never

seen a case in which the patient's chances of inprovement had been

impaired.
The discussion wlich followed the address was shared in by Dr.

Adami, 'who cited cases from the Royal Victoria hospital; by Sir Wil-

lian lingston, who recalled his experience in the Hotel Dieu, and by

Dr. Mills, who drew several illustrations from his experiments upon
lower animals. A vote of thanks was tendered to Dr. Osler upon the

proposal of Dr. Shepherd, seconded by Sir William Hingston, Dr. F. W.

Campbell and, Dr. Mills. After the meeting, an informal ,.reception
was held,·and refreshment ivas takeh.


